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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA All University senate Consultative committee 
TWIN CITIES 5-25 7 Millard Hall 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Telephone (612) 37 3-3226 

AGENDA (E) 

All University Senate Consultative Committee 
Campus Club - Room 626 - 12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 

Thursday, November 15, 1979 

1. Fix Agenda 

2. Approval of minutes of October 18 and October 25 (2) 

3. Report of the Chair 

4. Steering Committee action 

5. Committee Reports 

a) UCBRBR - Morrison 

b) Subcommittee on Grievances and Legal Concerns - Eaton 

c) Subcommittee on Senate Reorganization - Spring 
----, 
d) . Subcommittee on Outreach - Brasted_ :,ht~\l.,.- ~1\.1.-1 3)-'L~ ~-J f' ,(~--

6. Tuition - Carlson, Cooke 

7. Old Business 

8. New Business 

9. Adjournment 

* October 18 minutes distributed prior to October 25 meeting. 
Please bring them with you. 



l5i1 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA All University senate Consultative Committee 
TWIN CITIES 5-255 Millard Hall 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Telephone (612) 37 3-3226 

Approved 11/29/79 

MINUTES OF THE,SENATE CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE 

Meeting of November 15, 1979 

The All-University Senate Consultative Committee convened its sixth meeting 

of the 1979-80 academic year on Thursday, November 15 at 12:30 p.m. in Room 626 

of Coffman Memorial Union at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. Members 

present included George Blake, Robert Brasted, Scott Carlson, Steve Carlson, 

Mark Davis, Marcia Eaton, Jim Gelbman, Wendell Glick, Russell Hobbie, Rich Kottke, 

Fred Morrison, Sue Pribyl, Richard Purple (Chair), Vera Schletzer, L. E. Scriven, 

Don Spring and John Weis. Visitors to the meeting were Carol Pazandak, Assistant 

to the President, and Maureen Smith of University Relations. 

Professor Purple introduced Professor Russell Hobbie, newly-elected Vice 

~ Chairperson of the University Senate and Twin Cities Campus Assembly, and 

ex-officio member of the sec. 

' 

1. A motion to fix the agenda carried without dissent. 

2. The minutes of the meetings of October 18 and October 25 were approved 

without dissent. Professor Blake submitted a change of wording in one sentence 

from the minutes of the Faculty Consultative Committee. 

3. Report of the Chair. 

Professor Purple reported that he had carried out the instructions of 

the SCC with respect to changing subcommittee memberships and referred to the 

list of memberships in the SCC members' packets. As soon as one more student 

is added to the Subcommittee on Outreach, subcommittee membership will be complete. 

Professor Purple read the President's November 8 letter of instructions 

addressed to members of the TCCA trial committee regarding alleged infractions 

by two TCCA student members. Trial committee members are Professors Thomas Pearsall 

(Chair), Professors Thomas Brothe, Peggy House and Phillips Shively, and students 

Messrs. Kirk Hodgdon and Roger Norberg and Ms. Beverly Mills-Novoa. 

The Chair itemized the information and action items for the November 29 

TCCA meeting and Senate meeting. Those agendas will be copied and distributed to 

sec members. 

25 
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4. Steering Committee Business. The Chair distributed copies of the 

report from the University Committee on the Handicapped. This report went to 

the Regents at their November meeting for information only. Professor Morrison 

moved that the primary responsibility for responding to the report be invested 

in the Senate Committee on Educational Policy (SCEP) and that other Senate 

committees, particularly the Senate Committee on Resources and Planning (SCRAP) 

be informed of the existence of the report and informed that questions on it 

should be addressed to SCEP. Professor Eaton seconded the motion. 

Mr. Steve Carlson moved to amend the motion by substituting the Committee 

on Social Concerns for SCEP as the responsible committee because its charge, as 

he understands it, encompasses precisely the kind of needs addressed in the report 

on the handicapped. There was no second to the motion, but Professor Purple 

announced that he will inform Professor Terwilliger, Chairperson of SCEP that 

the Committee on Social Concerns will probably want to contribute to this dis

cussion and that perhaps one or more members from Social Concerns could serve 

with SCEP on this questions. Dr. Pazandak announced that copies of the report 

have already gone out to members of SCEP. 

Professor Spring suggested the SCC set no absolute deadline for a report ~ 

back from SCEP but request a preliminary report in time for the winter quarter 

meeting of the Senate, February 14. Mr. Steve Carlson spoke on his impressions 

from the discussion of the topic at the Regents meeting that the University has 

not yet done a lot to accommodate the handicapped. Rather than having some "crumb" 

of a solution rushed through the governance and administrative process, he wants 

to see the Senate take a good hard look on this occasion at discrimination against 

the handicapped and other minorities at this university. 

The motion to give SCEP primary responsibility carried without dissent. 

5. Committee Reports. (Professor Morrison) 
__] 

(a) UCBRBR. r--T-h-e~f~i-r_s_t item of business from UCBRBR was to require SCC 

action so that UCBRBR would adhere to the rule that its membership include a 

student and a faculty member from the coordinate campuses collectively. 

Professors Glick and Spring nominated Professor Sabra Anderson and Professor Dean 

Crawford, both of the University of Minnesota, Duluth, as first choice and 

alternate choice, respectively, for the faculty member. 

Mr. Steve Carlson questioned whether a representative from one outstate 

campus can possibly represent the other campuses. Professor Spring responded 

from his own experience. He served as the representative from SCRAP to UCBRBR 

for the past two years and, by virtue of his being on the faculty at Morris, 
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constituted the faculty outstate representative as well. He thought of himself 

as representing all the outstate campuses and expects that a Duluth representative 

will do the same. He thinks it is Duluth's turn to have a representative on UCBRBR. 

He also stressed the tremendous burden of this membership. 

A motion to invite Sabra Anderson or, alternatively, Dean Crawford, to 

join UCBRBR carried without dissent. 

Professor Morrison requested the Student Consultative Committee to nominate 

an outstate campus student and Professor Glick moved for a ten minute recess during 

which the student members would caucus to try to make a nomination. Following 

the recess, Mr. Scott Carlson moved that SCC member Jim Gelbrnan of Morris be 

selected as the outstate student representative to UCBRBR. Mr. Steve Carlson, 

asserting that the process had been too hasty, moved to amend the motion by 

making it for an interim appointment, during which time the Student Consultative 

Committee could search seriously for a permanent nominee. The amendment failed 

for lack of a second. The nominating motion was carried with one dissenting vote. 

Professor Morrison distributed a memorandum containing the calendar and 

outline of the financial request process for January, February and March of 1980. 

He requested that SCC members leave flexible the schedule for January 24, the 

date the sec is to consider the UCBRBR report and prepare its final report on 

the six-year capital plan. The SCC also agreed to postpone the scheduled SCC 

meeting of February 21 to Tuesday, February 26 at 1:00 p.m. This will be a 

big meeting, such as previously has been held in April or May, and will require 

a large room. 

The SCC Chair and secretary will issue a revised calendar of sec meetings 

for the winter quarter, incorporating the UCBRBR schedule. 

Professor Spring spoke on the inadequate time allowance for faculty to 

seriously consider their departmental budget requests. Professor Morrison 

acknowledg~again that tension between allowing enough time for initial planning 

and request-making at the beginning of the process and allowing sufficient time 

for reviewal and consultation on the recommendations at the end. 

In response to Professor Glick's question as to when the actual central 

planning takes place, Professor Morrison stated that planning by the Budget 

Executive and the President's office is going on now on the basis of the first 

drafts of the planning documents. The second drafts are due on December 15, 

after which planning will continue in response to those second drafts. 
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Mr. Steve Carlson advocated allowing more time for the process of reviewing ~ 

and responding, but Professor Morrison cited the need for early budget decisions 

so that the University can do its hiring in early spring to secure good faculty 

and to retain its good graduate students. Mr. Carlson requested that data on 

resources be available to the Twin Cities Student Assembly. UCBRBR will make its 

reports available to the students, Professor Morrison said, and the other infor

mation must come from the President's office. 

5. (b) Subcommittee on Grievance and Legal Concerns. (Professor Eaton} 
(1) Sexual Harras.sment. 

Professor Eaton read a letter she had just received from 

the President which related to her written request 

to the President for assurances that issues relating to grievance procedures could 

be taken up by the Regents. It was her opinion that the President's letter did 

not answer her questions. The letter will be copied and distributed to SCC members. 

Regarding the question of faculty rights in cases which may arise of alleged 

sexual harrassment, Professor Glick remarked that he did not see how faculty have 

any rights where there are indeed instances of extra-moral or extra-legal behavior. 

The key question at this time regarding the challenges which have been put 

forward for the University to plan how to deal with challenges of sexual harrassment 

is whether anything at all can be gained by attempting to legislate guidelines 

and new procedures since these are matters that clearly can affect the terms of 

employment and hence are tied to the tenure regulations which have been pending 

for six years and cannot yet be permitted to come before the Regents. 

Professor Schletzer questioned why, since consideration of the 'E' employment 

category proposal, which alters employment conditions, is going on, the Senate 

cannot equally well discuss the harrassment question. Her argument for drawing 

the parallel was that over time, if the 'E' proposal is carried out, substantial 

numbers of people are going to lose certain participatory rights, which loss 

constitutes a change in their employment condit~ons. Professor Morrison argued 

that the difference between the two issues is that the administration has indicated 

it is ready to proceed on the 'E' proposal but has given no such indication on the 

tenure document, the harrassment question, and others. He sees the difference as 

lying in the administration's position. 

Professor Hobbie suggested that, nevertheless, any work of the Senate Committee~ 
on Faculty Affairs on this question would be educational to faculty and students 

and that it would therefore be useful to have such work go ahead. The debate 
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thereby generated would be important in making the community aware of the issue, 

just as the tenure debate did years ago. 

Professor Eaton agreed with Professor Hobbie's points. She moved to forward 

the President's letter to SCFA with a letter of instruction that they should not 

at this time address themselves to matters involving terms of employment, but 

should instead concentrate OR discussions of the harrassment issue which will be 

educational to the community. The result should be to make the faculty aware 

that the problem exists. 

In response to Ms. Pribyl's question if there is any indication from the 

administration on when it would like to move on issues related to terms of 

employment, Professor Eaton responded that there is none so far, and Professor 

Purple referred to the University attorney's opinion that the Regents must avoid 

any appearance of employment negotiations. 

The motion carried with Mr. Carlson dissenting. It was his view that 

policy-making and policy-advising, not education, is the job of a Senate committee. 

5. (b) (2) The 'E' proposal document. (Professor Eaton) 

Copies of the revised action item for the November 29 Senate meeting, as 

worked out by the grievances subcommittee, were distributed. The Senate docket 

as printed in the Daily will also contain three pages of background information 

from the July 23, 1979 revision of the second 'E' proposal. Mr. Steve Carlson, 

still wary of the 'E' category proposal as making a class of employees more 

cuttable, asked if the sec is not making too many sanguine assumptions regarding 

the cuttability for fiscal necessity of regular faculty. Professor Hobbie informed 

Mr. Carlson that the Regents thirty years ago approved tenure regulations which 

permit cuts for budgetary necessity. 

Professors Brasted and Schletzer called attention to the fact that the SCC 

motion does not specify that people from affected groups of employees will be 

represented in determining the category of their positions and that they certainly 

should have that privilege. Professor Morrison stated that the Tenure Committee 

would consult with each affected unit. 

There was considerable discussion of the fact that the Tenure Committee 

reports to the Faculty Senate, omitting student representation, when in fact 

students have a considerable stake in matters of faculty tenure and also have 

a good deal of interest in the status of the student personnel workers. Mr. Kottke 

doubted that a minority report from the two non-voting student members on the 
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Tenure Committee would carry any weight in the Faculty Senate. Furthermore, 

students have no vote on SCFA, the committee through which the Tenure Committee 

reports. Ms. Pribyl and Mr. Weis joined Mr. Kottke in asking for some guarantee 

that the student point of view be considered in determining the job classification 

of student personnel workers, librarians and CEE staff. 

Professor Morrison stated that the reporting and voting procedures are 

defined by the constitution of the Senate. To permit active student participation 

in a Tenure Committee report would require a constitutional change. The Chair 

suggested that the question should be referred to the subcommittee on Senate 

reorganization, as it would be unlikely for a constitutional change to be effected 

on the matter until the Subcommittee on Senate Reorganization reports near the 

end of the academic year. 

Faculty members stated that the Tenure Committee is the one committee 

responsible for the conditions and rules of tenure, and also concerns itself 

with academic freedom. 

Professor Spring questioned whether individuals are sufficiently protected 

from having their status changed. Professor Morrison stated that point #2 under 

the SCC motion states the assumed protection for individuals and that the Tenure 

Committee can receive complaints from individuals. Professor Purple added that 

the AAUP and UMEA also speak for individuals in cases affecting conditions of 

employment. 

Professor Glick moved that the contents of the subcommittee report be put 

into the Faculty Senate agenda and docket for November 29. Professor Eaton 

seconded the motion. The Chair ruled that since the recommendations had been 

approved at the meeting of October 18, leaving only the "exact wording" for a 

later SCC meeting, and since the motion to substitute "University Senate" for 

"Faculty Senate" had failed at that meeting, only a person who voted in favor 

of the motion at the meeting of October 18 could now move to reconsider that 

particular item. 

Mr. Steve Carlson at this point said to the Chair, "You don't know anything 

about order," and when the Chair objected to his language, Mr. Carlson responded, 

"Send it to your Congressman--Congressperson." The Chair requested the secretary 

to record Mr. Carlson's comments. The Chair stated that either Mr. Carlson should 

apologize for his remarks or he would be ruled out of order for abusive language ~ 
and cited for breach of decorum. Mr. Carlson declined to apologize and appealed 
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the ruling. Associate Chair Professor Spring conducted the Carlson motion to 

overrule the Chair. The motion was defeated, with one abstension, and the 

ruling stands citing Mr. Steve Carlson for breach of decorum. 

Professor Morrison then moved the previous question, which passed without 

dissent. The motion to submit the subcommittee's recommendation to the Faculty 

Senate meeting was approved ~ith Mr. Carlson dissenting. 

5. (c) Subcommittee on Senate Reorganization. (Professor Spring) 

Professor Spring summarized last year's work, the May report to the Senate 

and the numerous suggestions made since then to the subcommittee. Following his 

September 27 discussion with the Facilitative Committee, Professor Spring compiled 

a revised proposal. The subcommittee held a lengthy meeting on November 8 and 

arrived at a consensus on the basic structure it intends to recommend. The 

subcommittee intends to take the document to each of the committees concerned. 

Professor Spring then distributed copies of the latest revision as agreed upon 

by the subcommittee. 

Mr. Steve Carlson raised several questions: With the SCC delegating some 

of its responsibilities to Business and Rules, what powers would remain with the 

SCC? Why is the Judicial Committee to remain separate while the Tenure Committee 

is eventually to become a subcommittee of SCFA? Can SCFA both make policies on 

tenure and administer policies on tenure? 

Professor Eaton noted that it is very proper and legitimate for student 

interest in tenure questions to be considered for incorporation into the reorgan

ization of the Senate committee structure, and that implementing the sort of 

change the students request would require considerable constitutional change. 

Professor Spring also acknowledged the student concern on tenure-related questions. 

Professor Morrison related a brief history of student participation in ithe University 

Senate and on the Tenure Committee. SCFA eventually added graduate students to 

its membership because of its relation to them, especially to TA's. None of the 

additions of students changed the reporting mechanism of the Tenure Committee to 

SCFA and SCFA to the Faculty Senate. Tenure and SCFA business consist only of 

items initiated by faculty. 

Regarding Category "C" in the revised proposal, "Academic System Committees," 

Professor Morrison remarked that a number of other committees not listed exist 

within the University which seem to fall into this category. Dr. Pazandak volunteered 
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to ask Senate Clerk Marilee Ward to try to compile a complete list for the 

reorganization subcommittee. 

The Chair recommended that SCC response to the subcommittee's report be on 

the agenda for the sec meeting of November 29, and encouraged sec members in the 

meantime to comment orally or in writing to members of the subcommittee. Professor 

Spring will distribute copies of the report to the Chairs of the other Senate 

and University committees. 

5. (d) Subcommittee on Outreach. Professor Schletzer reported for 

Professor Brasted who had had to leave to teach a class. She said that 

Professor Brasted had received one letter of congratulations to the subcommittee 

on its role in preparing for and conducting the special Senate meeting on Outreach. 

It was Professor Brasted's opinion that there was no need for this subcommittee to 

determine how the requested data will be collected. Professor Purple stated that 

the subcommittee's charge now is to monitor collection of the data by the 

administration and SCEP. 

6. Tuition. (Mr. Steve Carlson) 

Mr. Carlson requested the SCC to oppose the per-credit tuition proposal, 

including the 14-18 credit "band" and volunteered to make his request a motion 

whenever appropriate. Discussion largely focused on the likelihood of being 

able to gather a good deal of data and hence have a well-informed discussion of 

the topic. For example, Professor Purple pointed out that the graduate school 

has been on a per-credit tuition basis for two years, presumably on an experimental 

basis. There may be a report on that trial by now. He also wanted the SCC to 

find out whether the Graduate Student Council has expressed a position yet. 

Professor Glick asked Mr. Carlson to write up the motion, including the 

substantive points he believes should be addressed. Professor Purple volunteered 

to use the SCC office to gather as much data as it can. Professor Spring 

recommended seeking data from SCRAP. It was agreed to put the per-credit 

tuition question on the agenda for the SCC meeting of November 29 at 12:30 p.m., 

immediately prior to the meeting with the President. 

The meeting was adjourned at 3:05 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~ ... ,._j-~_ F;/'1~-'<:___ 
Meredith Poppele, Secretary 
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November 9, 1979 

Report of the Chair 

In accordance with instructions voted by the Consultative Committee at 
the October 18 meeting in Duluth, I have consulted with Scott Carlson, student 
chair, and with Professor Spring, associate chair, on subcommittee reassignments. 
The following reassignments have been made: 

Sue Pribyl has resigned from the Senate Reorganization Subcommittee and 
the position has been filled by the appointment of John Weis. Another 
student, Cheryl Brown, has been appointed to the Outreach Subcommittee 
and another, yet to be named, will also be appointed after further 
consultation with Scott Carlson. Faculty members appointed to the 
Senate Reorganization Subcommittee to fill vacancies are Josef Altholz 
(of Business and Rules), Benjamin Bayman (of Committee on Committees), 
and Professor Brasted. 

The present subcommittee structure is listed on a separate sheet. 

Both the Senate Reorganization Subcommittee and the Subcommittee on 
Grievances and Legal Concerns have substantive reports on the agenda for 
the November 15 SCC meeting, and the Outreach Subcommittee is to be commended 
for meeting the tight deadline of the November 1st meeting of the Senate. The 
chair, at the conclusion of the Senate meeting, received a number of favorable 
comments on their work. Please bring your calendars with you for the meeting 
on the 15th, as Professor Morrison has indicated that the planning and budgeting 
process has reached a point where firm dates can now be set regarding Winter 
Quarter business. 

One new report has been received which will require steering committee 
action. President Magrath's committee for the handicapped has submitted a 
50-page report which may require Senate action. I have already forwarded the 
report to Professor Terwilliger, Chair of the Senate Committee on Educational 
Policy, as that committee has had a long-standing interest in the effects of 
the Federal 504 regulations as they relate to access rights of the handicapped 
and possible changes in educational policy which may result. We should 
consider whether there are other Senate committees that should also receive 
the report. 

Richard L. Purple 
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WINTER QUARTER SCHEDULE 

SENATE CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE and UCBRBR 

SCC Meetings and Tasks 

~· -(" 
~Thursday, January 17, 12:30-3:00 

#626 Coffman - Regular SCC meeting. 

tc:3<r n: 3a'5<'c ~ ,,,-t"'>• 

*Thursday, January 24, f;;J:3v -;i:oo 
#62'l Coffman - 2££. meeting to 
consider UCBRBR report and prepare 
SCC's final report to the President 
on the 6-Year Capital Request. 

/Friday, January 25- SCC report 
due to the President. 

Thursday, January 31, 3:15 
Regular ~ meeting 

*Still to be ~duled on one of 
these three..- dates: sec meeting 
with th~President. --

UCBRBR Meetings and Tasks 

Saturday, January 5 - President sends 
to Regents and to Senate consultative 
bodies preliminary recommendations on 
the Six-Year Capital Request. 

Saturday, January 5 - Thursday, Jan. 17-
Senate comm1ttees prepare comments 
to UCBRBR on Six-Year Capital Request. 
Primary responsibility assigned to 
SCRAP. 

Thursday, January 17, 3:15- UCBRBR 
meets to prepare its comments on the 
Six-Year Capital Request in light of 
the comments from other committees 
and of its own review of the plan. 
This report will be mailed to all 
sec members. 

Thursday, January 24, 11:00-1:00 
#626 Coffman - UCBRBR members invited 
to join sec meeting. 
Monday, January 28 - President's 
prel1m1nary proposals for individual 
units and for '81-'83 budgets and 
requests are circulated to appro
priate Senate committees. 

Monday, January 28 - Thursday, 
February 14 - Faculty discussion and 
consultation on Budget Proposals. 
Of particular concern to SCEP, 
SCRAP and the Senate Committee on 
Research. Also, perhaps, to SCFA. 
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Wednesday, February 13, 1:00-3:00 
#626 Coffman - SCC meeting to discuss 
the budget in anticipation of the 
meeting next day with the President. 

Thursday, February 14 
9:30-10:30 - Dale Shepard Room, CMU -

Facilitative Committee and FCC 
meet1ng on budget 

. . 
/

•) 'j j • h() ') ('C. 1\IJ;.i.j_ /? ·~p e,A.l S (C~'<.·v'"'-'"' 
,.?'I ._,) '': 4V ' I l 

1:00-3:00, Regents Room. SCC meets 
with President. Preliminary 
discussions on budget. 

3:15, 25 Law Building- Meeting of 
the University Senate. Includes 
"public hearing." The President 
will preside and the appropriate 
committees will participate in 
hearing the concerns of faculty 
members. 

~ues~ay, February 26, 1:00-3:3~
Regents Room - Special SCC meeting 
to receive the UCBRBR report and 
prepare its recommendations to the 
President 

Friday, February 29 
sec report should reach the 
President 

Thursday, March 6, ~:3._ · 1 :co 
Regents Room - SCC meeting. 
3.oc .. 4:30, sec meet with the 
President to discuss his recommen
dations in the light of the sec 
report. 

Thursday, February 7, 3:15p.m. 
Preliminary UCBRBR meeting to 
discuss broad issues in the budget. 

Tuesday, February 19 - Deadline for 
Senate comm1ttees, interested faculty, 
students and others to submit 
written comments to UCBRBR on the 
budget proposals. 

Thursday, February 21 - UCBRBR meets 
to consider and report on the proposed 
budget allocations to units and on 
the proposed biennial request items. 

Tuesday, February 26, 1:00-3:30 -
Regents Room - UCBRBR members will 
attend the sec meeting 

Thursday, Friday, March 13-14 -
President presents his final 
recommendations to the Board of 
Regents. 
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Subcommittee on Senate Reorganization 
November 15, 1979. WDS 

Restructure Senate/University Committees into three categories 

Category A: The Senate Committees. These committees are, by constitutional definition, 
the principal policy-making committees of the Senate. Suggested changes in 
or around them are listed below: 

1. SCC Senate Consultative Committee. 
The Watson Report enjoins the SCC to improve its consultative and 
steering functions. As a partial response to that challenge, we 
recommend that two committees function in conjunction with sec, in 
effect aiding sec in discharging some of its responsibilities: 

a) We recommend that Business and Rules be made into an expert 
advising ... committee of sec ( to include members from 

SCC), and developed into a steering mechanism among 
Senate committees and a floor-managing unit in Senate meetings. 

b) We recommend that UCBRBR remain a separate entity (probably as a 
Financial Policy Committee with something close to its present 
membership) but responsible to sec. 

2. CSC Committee on Senate Committees. 
We recommend expanded efforts on the part of CSC in reviewing annually 
committees of the Senate and recommending changes in committee structure, 
charge, or membership to meet changing conditions in the University. 

3. 10-5 SCEP Senate Committee on Educational Policy. 

4. 7-7 SCSC Senate Committee on Social Concerns. 

5. 10-1 SCFA Senate Committee on Faculty Affairs. 

6. 7-2 SCT Senate Committee on Tenure. 
This committee is presently a University Committee reporting to the 
Senate through SCFA. Until completion of action on the proposed 
tenure code, we think this committee should remain a separate entity. 
We recommend, however, that it become a subcommittee of SCFA after 
that time and that this "self-destruct" provision be incorporated 
into our final report for action to the Senate. 

7. 9-0 SJC Senate Judicial Committee 
Although this committee is largely operational, it has important 
residual policy-making powers. Consequently, we have been urged by 
many Senate members to keep it as a Senate Committee. We do wish to 
work further with problems this committee poses for us, particularly a 
method for appointing committee members. 
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Appointment to Senate Committees. 

Each year at the appropriate time the Committee on Senate Committees should 
forward to the Senate for approval names of the faculty they have appointed 
to each Senate Committee to fill positions vacated by normal rotation 
procedures or for other reasons. Their recommended appointments would be 
selected from the following sources: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Category B 

B-1: 

Upon election to the Senate, each new Senator will be required to 
submit to the Committee on Senate Committees a highly selective list 
of those Senate, Educational Policy, and Academic System committees 
in which the Senator has interest and expertise. At least two-thirds 
of the faculty membership on Senate Committees (with the exception of 
the Senate Judicial Committee) must be made up of faculty Senators. 
[Note: in the third year of their service on the committee in question, 
Senators will have rotated off Senate membership.] 

The Committee on Senate Committees presently is required to survey the 
faculty at least every three years to discover faculty members' interest 
in serving on committees. 

Members of the Committee on Senate Committees themselves presently 
recommend names of faculty. 

Educational Policy Committees. We recommend that we continue to 
cluster certain committees under SCEP but clarify the relationship 
that exists between such committees and SCEP. Obviously this is a 
frank admission that a large part of Senate business is, or ought to 
be, Educational Policy, and that one committee cannot handle the full 
burden. Moreover one committee cannot contain the full range of 
interests and expertise needed in such widely divergent areas of 
educational policy as continuing education, international programs, 
and computer facilities. Finally, their special status as a separate 
category of committees rests on the belief that although much of their 
work is operational (and in this respect they are similar to Academic 
System Committees) much of their operational activity shapes educational 
policy and often leads to large changes in educational policy (e.g., 
Outreach). Tentatively named "Educational Policy Committees," these 
would include the following: 

10-5 
7-5 
8-4 
7-4 
7-5 
8-3 

CEE 
Summer Session 
International Programs 
Computer Facilities 
Instructional Media 
Research 
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Unlike our present University Committees, Educational Policy Committees 
will report business for information or for action directly to the 
Senate. On matters likely to alter the educational policy of the 
University, however, Educational Policy Committees must work closely 
with the Chair of SCEP. Since SCEP is constitutionally committed to 
an overview of all educational policy matters, the purpose for 
involving the Chair of SCEP from the very beginning is to insure that 
ramifications of Educational Policy Committee actions are attended to. 
To guard against an individual Educational Policy Committee ignoring 
this injunction to consult, all Senate Action items from such committees 
must be submitted ten days before the docket deadline of the Senate 
meeting concerned. 

Appointment to Educational Policy Committees 

Appointment procedures to Educational Policy Committees will be the 
same as appointment to Senate Committees with the following changes: 

1. A set percentage or a set number of committee members must be 
Senators, but precisely what percentage or number has not been 
determined. Suggestions vary from 25% to 33-1/3% to 50%. 

2. Since members on such committees (as well as on Academic System 
Committees) must have specific kinds of interest and expertise 
we recommend that a further source for names be added to the list 
under Senate Committees, viz.: 

4. Each year Deans, Directors, and Department heads (or individuals 
or groups designated by them) of the units represented on each 
committee will be asked to submit to the Committee on Senate 
Committees names of faculty they believe have the requisite 
interest and expertise for membership on specific Educational 
Policy and Academic System Committees. 

B-2: Committees Attached to Senate Consultative Committee 

1. Business and Rules (described in Category A.) 
Appointment to membership on Business and Rules will rest with 
the Consultative Committee 

2. UCBRBR (described in Category A) 
Appointment to UCBRBR will follow something like the prescribed 
delegate membership but will be controlled by the Consultative 
Committee. 



~Category C: Academic System Committees. Certain committees should be moved to 
the periphery of the Senate governance system (but not entirely divorced 
from it) on the grounds that they are not policy-making committees but 
operational--i.e., concerned with overseeing and enforcing regulations 
and procedures. Tentatively named "Academic System Committees," these 
would include the following: 

45-15 
9-1 

10-5 
7-5 

Human Subjects 
Animal Care 
Academic Standing 
Educational Development 

4 

If such committees have Senate business, they would report it to the Senate 
Consultative Committee which, in its steering capacity, would bring it 
directly to the Senate or, if further consultation is required, assign it 
to a Category A or Category B committee. Annual reports from Academic 
System Committees would be submitted to the Clerk of the Senate. 

' 

' 

II. 

Appointment to Academic System Committees 

Since members of such committees frequently must have specific kinds of 
interest and expertise, the Committee on Senate Committees should compile 
each year for each committee an alphabetical list of faculty members 
judged to have the requisite interest and expertise. The names should 
come from the same four sources used for Educational Policy Committees. 
Such lists should be forwarded to the President; they should include more 
names than are needed to fill the slots in each committee. The President 
should be free to appoint directly (submitting his appointments to the 
Senate for information only) from these lists or to add names of faculty 
on his own. 

Appointment of Students to Category A, B, and C Committees 

Appointment of students to these committees will parallel in each instance 
appointment of faculty. Student names will be derived as they are at 
present. 

III. No faculty member or student may serve on more than two of the appointive 
committees listed above. 
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Movement of Three Committees to Twin Cities Assembly 

The Subcommittee recommends that three committees be detached from the 
Senate structure and attached to the Twin Cities Assembly on the grounds 
that their principal business is largely confined to the Twin Cities Campus. 
Whenever necessary, liaison groups from the various campuses can meet to 
discuss common concerns: 

7-4 
12-8 

5-3 

ROTC 
Library 
University College 

V. Election to the University Senate 

The Subcommittee recommends that in elections to the University Senate large 
college voting units be subdivided into departments or clusters of small 
departments. 

We wish to recommend a change which we trust will improve communication 
and consultation between Senators and their constituencies. Several of 
our respondents have argued that the size of the major voting units 
destroys the representative quality of the Senate and impairs opportunities 
for communication with constituencies. The Subcommittee agrees and 
recommends that in the election of faculty members to the University 
Senate, units having more than six senators (CLA-29, IT-18, Med-15, 
Agric-14, Educ-9) should restructure themselves into smaller consti
tuencies so that no more than six senators will be elected by any 
constituency. (The restructuring plans must be approved by the Senate 
and we may wish to recommend Guidelines.) 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
ACADEMIC STAFF PERSONNEL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

A SEC9ND PROPOSAL 

Background 

On April 27, 1976 the Task Group to Develop Personnel System Recom-

mendations for Non-Faculty Administrative and Professional Appointments 

submitted a report to President Magrath. The report included statements 

of rationale for development of a third personnel system in the University, 

the roots of which were already established in earlier years, and a series 

of definitions and.operational policy proposals which might shape the 

system as it evolved. Since its distribution, the report has been dis-

cussed widely and critically by central administrators, by selected 

University and Senate committees and by individuals in units who potentially 

may be affected by the further delineation of what is commonly referred to 

as the "E track" on campus. 

Responses to the report generally were twofold: there seemed to be 

support for a third system as a necessary and overdue step toward a more 

rational personnel organization for the University; however, there was wide-

spread questioning and anxiety about specific conditions of employment such 

as job security, access to governance, and career development. This proposal 

does not reiterate the arguments for moving in the direction in which other 

major public and private universities already have moved in the last decade 

or. earlier, since the arguments stressing the merits of and the need for 

a third personnel system that were set forth in the report of the Task Group 

are if anything more compelling. There is sharpened concern with organizational 

rationality and flexibility in the now stringent resource climate for higher 
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education. This draft does attempt to present operational policy state

ments that revise, refine and in many instances redirect proposals in the 

report of the Task Group in response to comments and criticisms offered. 
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Academic Staff Policies and Procedures 

I. Academic Staff Appointments in the University of Minnesota 

A. Definitions 

Academic Staff appointments are for professional and administrative 

personnel other than faculty and civil service staff. A special category 

of Academic Staff appointments is reserved for major administrators who 

serve at the discretion of the Board of Regents or a major ~entral adminis

trator. (See Section X on Limited Appointments.) 

Academic Staff professionals generally parallel subject-matter faculty 

in having the requisite preparation and specialized knowledge in a discipline 

or field on which practice is based, but, unlike faculty members, professionals 

are not engaged primarily in teaching and scholarly work in their University 

roles but rather in practice that may be of an academic support nature and/ 

or may involve participation in research. 

Academic Staff administrators may be drawn from the Academic Staff 

professionals and/or may have professional backgrounds, but they are engaged 

primarily in directing, facilitating or coordinating the work of others 

rather than directly applying individual expertise in practice. 

These appointments are characterized by the substantive peer relation

ships with the academic community of faculty members which their assigned 

duties require and their specialized qualifications enable them to fulfill. 

B. Types of Appointment 

Academic Staff appointments shall be fixed term, probationary or 

continuous. Probationary and continuous Academic Staff appointments shall 

be authorized by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
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1. Fixed term appointments shall be made for a stipulated period 

of time set forth in the letter of appointment or contract renewable 

solely at the option of the University and carry no expectation of employ-

ment beyond the stated term regardless of number of times renewed. Usually, 

a fixed term appointment is made for one year, but longer or shorter terms 

may be specified. The initial fixed term appointment may provide an 

evaluation period of up to two months ·during which the appointee may be 

terminated without appeal of dismissal at the discretion of the appointing 

officer. If such a period is used, the letter of appointment must so state. 

2. Probationary appointments are those that lead to review and a 

decision on a continuous appointment. The probationary period shall not 

be longer than seven years for full-time service or longer than ten years 

for part-time* service. The calendar for review and for notice of non-

reappointment of faculty will be followed. Previous comparable service 

may be taken into consideration in setting the probationary period. Unless 

otherwise specified, probationary appointments shall be extended for a period 

of one year at a time. A leave of absence shall not constitute a break in 

continuous service, nor shall it be included in the probationary period if 

service during a given year falls below two-thirds time overall. A con-

tinuous appointment is not acquired solely because of years of service. A 

review must be done and an affirmative recommendation for continuous appoint-

ment must be approved finally by the President. 

3. Continuous appointments are granted for indefinite terms by the 

President to eligible members of the Academic Staff. Such an appointment 

may be granted to an individual who holds or will receive an appointment 

of two-thirds time to full-time. The proportion of time provided for in 

* To be eligible for probationary appointment, part-time service shall be 
at two thirds time or more for appointment terms of nine months or longer. 
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the initial continuous appointment may not be changed without the mutual 

consent of the Academic Staff member and an authorized official unless the 

appointment is terminated for cause, or decreased or terminated for reasons 

• of budget or program resource decline. A continuous appointment is termin-

able only for cause o~ for reasons of budget or program reduction. Academic 

Staff members may be granted continuous appointment prior to the end of 

their probationary period. 

4. Concurrent or joint appointments may be held by members of the 

faculty who accept appointments in the Academic Staff series, including 

limited appointments. Such appointees do not lose existing faculty rights 

under the Regulations Concerning Faculty Tenure. Concurrent or joint 

appointments may be held also by Academic Staff persons who may hold fixed~ 

probationary or continuous appointments and who accept limited appointments 

or who accept adjunct faculty appointments associated with teaching. 

c. Letters of Initial Appointment or Reappointment 

1. Letters of initial appointment shall be signed by an authorized 

official and shall include terms and conditions of appointment as follows: 

a. Title and type of appointment 

b. Duration of appointment 

c. Salary 

d. General position responsibilities and performance 
expectations 

e. Length of probation (if appropriate) and recognition 
of prior service credit (if appropriate) 

f. Statement of need of approval of appointment for 
appointment to become effective 

g. Enclosure of relevant Academic Staff and other 
University policies and procedures 
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2. Reappointment/renewal letters should be used if there are 

any changes in the conditions of the appointment, e.g. new expectations. 

D. Notice of Nonrenewal 

1. Written notice of nonrenewal of fixed term appointments is not 

required and no provision for appeal of nonrenewal of a fixed term appoint

ment is made. However, courtesy does suggest that notification of nonrenewal 

be given to the appointee as early as possible, especially if the fixed term 

appointment has been renewed several times in the past. 

2. Written notice of nonrenewal of probationary Academic Staff appoint

ments is required; the calendar to be followed in giving notice is that set 

forth for the faculty in the applicable Regulations Concerning Faculty 

Tenure. If proper notice is not given in a timely way, the appointment 

shall be extended so that at least the required notice is given. Nonrenewal 

is not a dismissal for cause. Nonrenewal shall be based on any reasons 

which do not violate the legal or constitutional rights of the Academic 

Staff member. Notice of nonrenewal must be preceded by a full, fair and 

appropriate review. 

a. A probationary Academic Staff member may appeal notice of 

nonrenewal if, within thirty days of receipt of written notice, he or she 

requests in writing to the Chairperson of the Academic Staff Advisory 

Committee that a hearing panel be established to review his or her appeal. 

1. The review shall be held within sixty days of the appeal, 

unless the time limit is extended by mutual consent of the parties and 

with the concurrence of the hearing panel. 

2. The burden of persuas~on in the review shall be on the 

nonrenewed appointee and the scope of the review shall be limited to the 
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question of whether the decision was based in any significant degree upon 

one or more of the following factors, with material prejudice to the 

individual: 

a. Reasons based on conduct, expressions or beliefs which 

are constitutionally protected. 

b. Reasons based on actions which are consistent with an 

appropriate professional code of ethics. 

c. Employment practices proscribed by applicable state or 

federal law. 

d. Improper consideration of performance for renewal, resulting 

in material prejudice to the individual. 

3. The Academic Staff Advisory Committee, with the approval of the 

Vice President for Academic Affairs, may develop and promulgate further 

procedures to guide these appeal reviews in a fair and expeditious manner. 

4. The hearing panel shall present a report in writing, including 

the issues, the findings of fact and the advisory recommendations to the 

parties involved and to the President for disposition which shall be final. 

II. Personnel Recruitment and Hiring, Evaluation and Records 

A. Recruitment and Hiring 

University equal employment opportunity policies and procedures, 

including affirmative action search procedures, the filing and posting of 

position vacancies, the requisite reporting of activities which apply for 

the faculty shall apply to Academic Staff appointments as well. 

B. Performance Review 

The Vice President for Academic Affairs or a designee in consulta

tion with the Academic Staff Advisory Committee shall be responsible for 

policies guiding the development and implementation of a program to evaluate 
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the performance of each Academic Staff appointee. The purposes of the 

performance review are to assist employees in improving job performance, 

to facilitate career development, and to sustain motivation and full 

utilization of personnel. The format and conduct of the reviews shall 

be flexible and tailored to meet the varying situations in which profes

sionals and administrators work within the University. 

Minimally, these elements must be present in performance review 

procedures: 

1. An appraisal or review of each Academic Staff member must 

take place annually to assess the extent to which responsibilities have 

been fulfilled and performance expectations have been met. 

2. An interview/discussion between the Staff member and the 

supervisor shall be part of each appraisal/review. 

3. A brief written summary of the evaluation shall be provided 

within thirty days to the Staff member evaluated, and filed.- If the Staff 

member chooses, he or she may provide a written response which shall be 

filed with the evaluation summary. 

c. Personnel Records 

In addition to the personnel record which shall be maintained 

at the department or unit level, as appropriate, a central record contain

ing all official appointment, salary, performance evaluation and other 

forms shall be kept in the Academic Personnel Records Office. 

In the making and maintaining of records, provisions of state 

statutes will be observed. 
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III. Renewal of Appointments and Granting of Continuous Appointments 

A. Renewal of Appointments 

Probationary and fixed appointments may be renewed upon the 

affirmative recommendation of the authorized appointing official. This 

recommendation shall be transmitted to the Vice President for Academic 

Affairs and subsequently to the Board of Regents for action. 

B. Granting of Continuous Appointment 

1. In accordance with section I.B.2., decisions concerning 

appointments must be made no later than April 15 of the sixth year of 

probationary service for full-time staff members and no later than April 

15th of the ninth year for part-time staff members. At least thirty days 

in advance of the review conference in which the granting of continuous 

appointment will be considered, the authorized appointing official shall 

notify the probationary appointee of the conference in writing. The 

Academic Staff member may review all documents and material being presented, 

may add additional relevant written materials and may make a personal presen

tation at the review conference. The review conference will admit the 

candidate to the evidence/assessment portion of the meeting, but it will 

be closed to other observers. The deliberations and preparation of recommen

dations part of the meeting will involve the review committee members only. 

2. The review committee shall consist of the immediate super-

visor, the appointing official (usually a dean or director) or designee, and 

at least two individuals who are senior Academic Staff members and faculty 

members knowledgeable about the candidate's area of work and his/her assign

ment to be selected by the appointing official. The review conference will 

be chaired by the appointing official or designee. The review committee will 

present a report, including findings and recommendations, to the Vice President 

for Academic Affairs, within thirty days of the review conference and provide 

a copy to the candidate. 
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The Vice President will notify the appointing official of his or her con

currence or disagreement with the recommendation. 

c. Nonrenewal of Probationary Appointment 

An Academic Staff member may be nonrenewed as the result of the 

process discussed in section III. A. and B. In the event of a nonrenewal 

recommendation with which there is concurrence, the President shall inform 

the individual in writing of such decision. Ipcluded in the nonrenewal 

notice shall be the individual's right to appeal. 

D. Appeal of Nonrenewal Decisions 

Appeal of nonrenewal decisions for probationary members is pro

vided for in section I.D.2, 3 and 4. Failure of the Academic Staff member 

to meet the thirty day time limitation for appeal shall constitute waiver 

of the right to appeal. 

IV. Dismissal for Cause 

A. Necessary Considerations 

An Academic Staff member who holds a continuous appointment, a 

probationary appointment or a fixed term appointment may be dismissed for 

just cause. The rights of an individual as a U.S. citizen and his or her 

responsibilities in accordance with appropriate professional codes of 

ethics shall be considered in determining whether or not just cause exists. 

B. Responsibility for Dismissals 

1. Allegations concerning the conduct of an Academic Staff 

member which would suggest grounds for dismissal if verified, should be 
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brought to the attention of his/her appointing officer (e.g. dean or 

director) and the Vice President for Academic Affairs. 

2. Upon receipt of the~r allegations, the Vice President for 

Academic Affairs may direct the appointing authority to conduct an informal 

investigation. The affected Staff member shall be informed of the allega

tions immediately and every effort shall be made to resolve the allegations, 

if appropriate. During this period of informal investigation no suspension 

of salary should be made and duties should not be changed unless continua

tion represents substantial harm to the individual and/or to the unit as 

determined by the appointing authority. 

3. If informal investigation does not resolve the matter and 

the allegations are supported by substantial evidence, the appointing 

authority shall notify the Staff member immediately in writing of the 

specific charges, the impending dismissal and the date of dismissal. If 

the Staff member does not request in writing a hearing on the matter 

within thirty days, the dismissal will become effective upon the dismissal 

date set by the appointing officer. If the Staff member elects to appeal 

the dismissal and does so in a timely way, the dismissal shall not become 

effective until the hearing process has been completed or otherwise terminated. 

4. Upon the discretion of the appointing authority, duties and 

responsibilities of the Staff member may be suspended concurrent with the 

service of the dismissal notice. 

C. Dismissal for Cause Hearing 

1. If requested in a timely way, the individual's request for a 

hearing shall be honored. The hearing of a dismissal for cause must start 

not later than thirty days after the Staff member has made a written request 
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for review. Failure of the Academic Staff member to meet the thirty day 

limit on request to appeal shall constitute waiver of the appeal right. 

2~ The Academic Staff Advisory Committee shall establish a 

hearing panel to review the appeal, unless the Staff member and the appoint

ing officer agree upon the alternative of using an impartial hearing 

examiner to serve as the hearing body. In such instance the Vice President 

for Academic Affairs shall secure a hearing officer according to established 

procedures. If the Academic Staff member chooses, he or she may file an 

affidavit of prejudice against the appointed hearing examiner prior to 

the commencement of the hearing. 

3. The Academic Staff Advisory Committee, with the approval 

of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, shall develop and promulgate 

procedures to provide for fair and expeditious hearings in dismissal for 

cause cases. 

a. Adequate due process must be afforded the parties to 

the appeal. 

b. Further procedural guarantees shall be provided, 

including the following: 

1. The burden of proof of the existence of just 

cause is on the University administration or its representatives. 

2, The hearing panel shall not be bound by common 

law or statutory rules of evidence and may admit evidence having reason

able probative value but may exclude immaterial, irrelevant or unduly 

repetitious testimony. 

3. If the hearing panel requests, they may be provided 

with legal counsel to advise and consult with them on legal matters arising 

in the course of the hearing. 
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4. Within thirty days after the hearing has ended the hearing 

panel shall present a written report, including issues, findings of fact 

and recommendations to the parties involved and to the President for 

disposition. 

5. The President's disposition shall be final, unless the Board 

of Regents grants a review based on the record, upon request of the individual. 

V. Termination of Academic Staff for Reasons of Budget or Program 

A. General Provisions 

Academic Staff appointments may be terminated when such action is 

deemed necessary due to budget or program decision requiring program dis

continuance, curtailment, modification, or redirection. A proposed termina

tion action based on budget or program by the operational unit appointing 

officer must have the concurrence of the appropriate Vice President before 

notice is given to the Staff member. 

It is not necessary that the Board of Regents declare a state of 

fiscal emergency in the University in order to terminate Academic Staff 

members for reasons of budget or program. Rather, it is sufficient that 

when funds within the operational unit which support the endeavors of 

Academic Staff members decline, are cancelled, or are no longer appropriated, 

decisions affecting appointments may be made. When program decisions, 

~~hether based on budget or on other considerations, e.g. educational policy, 

involving discontinuance, curtailment, modification or redirection are made, 

appointments similarly may be affected. 

Unit policies on consultation appropriate to such circumstances 

shall be established and followed in all cases . Decisions regarding 

individuals shall be communicated to the affected persons by the appointing 
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officer after approval of t?e proposed action by the appropriate Vice Presi

dent, together with the reasons which have required this action. 

B. Fixed Term Appointments 

As specified in I.D.l., there is no provision for appeal of non

renewal of a fixed term appointment when the appointment expires at the end 

of the stated term. However, if financial reasons, e.g. almost immediate 

cutoff of funds from an external source, compel termination before the end 

date of the fixed term, appeal rights shall be as provided in I.D. 

c. Probationary Appointments 

Termination of a probationary appointment before the end of a 

probationary appointment year or nonrenewal of a probationary appointment 

for reasons of budget or program may be appealed by the Staff member follow

ing provisions in I.D. 

D. Continuous Appointments 

1. An Academic Staff member holding a continuous appointment 

whose position is to be eliminated shall be notified in writing of the 

decision and the reasons for the determination. If, within thirty days 

after receipt of this statement, the Academic Staff member requests review 

of an appeal in writing to the Chairperson of the Academic Staff Advisory 

Committee, he or she shall be granted a hearing. The request for hearing 

shall specify the grounds to be used in establishing the impropriety of 

the decision. 

2. The Academic Staff Advisory Committee, with the approval of 

the Vice President for Academic Affairs, shall develop and promulgate 

procedures to provide for fair and expeditious hearings in cases involving 
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termination for reasons of budget or program. 

a. Adequate due process must be afforded the parties to 

the appeal. 

b. Further procedural guarantees shall be provided, includ

ing the following: 

1. The Academic Staff member shall have access to the 

evidence on which the administration intends to rely to support the decision 

to terminate. 

2. If the hearing panel requests, they may be provided 

with legal counsel to advise and consult with them on legal matters arising 

in the course of the hearing. 

3. The first question to be considered in the review is 

whether the decision to terminate was based in any significant degree upon 

any of the following factors, with material prejudice to the individual: 

a. Reasons based on conduct, expressions or 

beliefs which are constitutionally protected. 

b. Reasons based on actions which are consistent 

with an appropriate professional code of ethics. 

c. Employment practices proscribed by applicable 

state or federal law. 

d. Improper consideration of performance of the 

Staff member, resulting in material prejudice to the individual. 

4. If the hearing panel finds that the Staff member has 

not established a prima facie case for improper consideration of factors 

on the basis of evidence presented, the termination decision shall be found 

to have been proper·and the hearing shall be ended. 
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5. If the hearing panel finds that a prima facie case has 

been established, the respondent shall present evidence to support the 

termination decision and the Staff member shall have opportunity for 

rebuttal. Thereafter, on the basis of all the evidence presented, the 

hearing panel shall make its determination as follows: 

a. Unless the hearing panel is convinced that one or 

more of factors 3.a., b., c., or d. did improperly enter into the decision, 

the decision shall be found to have been proper. 

b. If the hearing panel is convinced that these factors 

3.a., b., c., or d. entered into the decision to terminate, then the decision 

shall be found to have been improper, unless the panel is also convinced 

that there was a bona fide program or budgetary reason(s) and that the 

determination of such reason(s) was made according to appropriate procedures 

and standards. 

6. In determining whether a bona fide budgetary or program 

reason existed for termination of the appointment at issue, the panel shall 

presume that the decision was made in good faith and for proper reasons. 

The hearing panel shall not substitute its judgement or priorities for 

that of the administration. 

7. The hearing body shall present a report in writing, in

cluding the issues, the findings of fact and the advisory recommendations 

to the partie~ involved and to the President for disposition which shall be 

final. 

E. Individual Termination Decisions 

When a reduction in Academic Staff of a particular operational 

unit is required, terminations of Academic Staff members with continuous, 

probationary or fixed term appointments should normally follow seniority 
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except where program needs within the operational unit for expertise dictate 

other more appropriate considerations or where funding sources dictate con

siderations which cannot be set aside. The specified notice periods should 

be observed unless there are compelling reasons to the contrary. Continuous 

appointees shall have twelve months notice of termination or comparable 

severance for reasons of budget or program unless there are compelling reasons 

to the contrary. 

F. Reappointment Rights of Continuous Appointees 

If an Academic Staff member holding continuous appointment is 

terminated for reasons of budget or program as defined in section V, no 

person may be employed in that operational unit within three years to perform 

closely comparable duties to those of the Staff member who has been terminated 

without first offering the position to the Staff member with a reasonable time 

within which to accept or decline the offer. However, this provision does 

not apply if the terminated Staff member fails to notify the appointing 

authority by December 1 of each year of his or her address, employment status 

and desire to pursue reappointment rights. Further, this right is relinquished 

if the individual accepts an alternative continuing appointment in the institu

tion. 

VI. Employment Related Grievance Procedures 

A. Definition 

A grievance is a personnel problem involving an Academic Staff 

member's written allegation of a violation of or breaching of state or 

federal law, constitutional rights, the appointment contract, or a University 

policy which acts to produce a sustantially adverse effect upon the member's 

employment. 
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B. Informal Procedures 

1. The Academic Staff member shall attempt to resolve any grievance 

through informal consultation with his or her immediate supervisor immediately 

upon awareness of the action, condition or problem. 

2. If informal attempts to resolve the situation with the 

immediate supervisor are not successful, the grievant may appeal to the 

appointing authority for further informal attention to the grievance. 

3. If the grievant remains unsatisfied with the lack of resolu

tion, he or she shall make a written appeal for relief to the Vice President 

for Academic Affairs, within thirty days of the action upon which the 

complaint is based. 

c. Formal Procedures 

1. The written appeal must specify the specific nature of the 

complaint, a summary of the informal measures taken, and the relief sought. 

2. The Vice President for Academic Affairs will transmit the 

written appeal to the Academic Staff Advisory Committee which shall appoint 

and charge an ad hoc hearing panel to review the complaint and the response, 

conduct a hearing as fairly, informally and expeditiously as possible, and 

make a written report to the Vice President for Academic Affairs within 

thirty days from the conclusion of the hearing. The report shall include 

issues, findings of fact and recommendations. The disposition of the matter 

by the Vice President shall be final. 

VII. Academic Staff Benefits 

A. Economic Benefits 

Academic Staff personnel shall be eligible for the same economic 
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employee benefits which are provided to the faculty. These include, but 

are not limited to, the following: 

1. Faculty Group Life Insurance 

2. Faculty Group Income Disability 

3. Faculty Retirement Plan* 

4. State Plan (Health, Dental and Life Insurance) 

5. Social Security 

6. Tax-Deferred Annuity Plan (Mills II) 

7. Worldwide Travel Accident Insurance 

B. Vacations and Leaves 

1. Vacation policy for Academic Staff members shall be the 

same as that established for the faculty. 

2. Selected leaves of absence shall be available to the Academic 

Staff on the same basis as for the faculty, including the following: 

a. Appearance in court 

b. Attendance at professional meetings 

c. Military service 

d. Maternity leave 

e. Sick leave 

c. Professional Benefits 

1. Academic Staff members and members of their immediate families 

shall be eligible for payment of resident fees in all colleges. 

2. Provision for professional development leave with salary shall 

be made in each unit, or in unit clusters reporting to a vice president, to 

* Required waiting periods shall be determined on the basis of title, class 
number and/or salary level. 
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encourage and enable career Academic Staff members to enhance their pro

fessional or administrative performance, to conduct special studies, or in 

some other way undertake planned activities related in a substantial manner 

to the Staff member's role or potential role in the University. 

Funding of professional development leaves shall be the budgetary 

responsibility of the unit or unit clusters involved. No central monies 

are available for designation as replacement costs. 

Of necessity, the professional development.leave plans must be 

flexible and may vary from unit to unit. These principles, minimally, 

shall be incorporated into the leave policies: 

a. Eligibility rules should be established; no entitlements 

to these leaves shall exist. 

b. No obligation of University (internal) funds shall be 

committed to Staff members supported on external funds. 

c. Leave applications shall include detailed written plans 

for activities to be undertaken and anticipated benefits to be obtained. 

d. Procedures and criteria for review of leave proposals shall 

be developed. 

e. The Staff member shall be expected to submit a report of 

activities in writing following the leave. Reports of leaves will be sub

mitted to the Vice President for Academic Affairs upon request for review 

in conjunction with evaluation of the professional development leave pro-

vision. 

VIII. Consulting, Recurring Professional Activities, Outside Service and 

Political Activity 

A. Consulting, Recurring Professional Activities and Outside Service 
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University policies on consulting, recurring professional activities 

and outside service for the faculty and general administrative officers shall 

apply in full to the Academic Staff. 

B. Political Activity 

University policies on political activity for faculty and staff 

shall apply in full to the Academic Staff. 

IX. Governance 

A. Academic Staff Adviso~y Committee 

The Academic Staff Advisory Committee, consisting of nine to fifteen 

members, shall be appointed by the President on a University-wide basis to 

advise on the development and administration of policies and procedures 

for Academic Staff. Members of the Committee shall be Academic Staff 

appointees. Ex officio members who are not Academic Staff personnel may 

be appointed by the President also. The committee chairperson shall be 

elected by Committee members. Purposes and functions of the Committee 

include: 

1. Continuing consultation with the President or designee on 

the evolving structure and administration of the Academic Staff personnel 

system. 

2. Advising the President or designee on employment-related 

affairs, such as; recruitment and hiring procedures, personnel reviews, 

terms and conditions of employment, employee benefits, grievance pro

cedures, and other matters affecting staff welfare and morale. 

3. Consideration of appeals from Academic Staff members, as 

provided for under sections I.D., IV.C., V.D. and VI.C. 
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4. Further development of the Committee: structure, functions, 

operations, organization, to facilitate the Committee's purposes and 

functions. 

5. Attention to fostering and furthering representation and 

participation of the Academic Staff in University governance bodies; 

development of relationships with the Civil Service Committee and the Senate 

Committee on Faculty Affairs. 

B. Participation in the University Senate Structure 

Upon approval and implementation of these guidelines, the President 

shall request that the University Senate Consultative Committee and the 

Business and Rules Committee consider and develop a recommendation to the 

Senat~ on the question of representation and participation of the Academic 

Staff in the University Senate and on Senate and University committees 

and councils, as appropriate. Involvement of Academic Staff personnel in 

the University Senate structure should foster and promote matters of common 

concern within the University community. 

X. Limited Appointments 

A. Definition 

Limited appointments are a category of special administrative 

appointments to which many of the Academic Staff provisions do not apply. 

Limited appointments are made at the discretion of the Board of Regents, 

the President or the senior Vice Presidents. Limited appointments are made 

for persons who serve as the major administrative officers of the University 

or campus level. They carry responsibility for the origination, formulation, 

interpretation and monitoring of policies, program directions and budget 

at the highest levels in the University. 
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B. Position/Titles Included 

The following positions shall be designated Limited appointments: 

President 

Vice President 

Associate Vice President 

Assistant Vice President 

Provost 

Associate Provost 

Vice Provost 

Assistant Provost 

Secretary to the Board of Regents 

Other administrative positions may be designated as Limited by the 

Board of Regents, the President, the Vice Presidents and the Provosts at 

the time of appointment. 

c. Appointment Process and Conditions 

1. Limited appointees serve solely at the discretion of the 

appointing authority. Contracts or memoranda of agreement relative to 

the specific terms and conditions of the individual appointments may be 

written at the time of the appointment to clarify understandings between 

the appointee and the appointing authority. 

2. Limited appointments carry no probationary or tenure 

implications. 

3. The recruitment and selection procedures for filling 

Limited positions will be fully consonant with University equal employment 

opportunity policies and procedures for faculty and Academic Staff positions. 

4. An individual who holds a regular faculty, Academic Staff or 
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civil service position shall not los,e rights achieved in that position 

upon accepting a Limited appointment. 

5. An individual whose initial appointment is to a Limited 

position may concurrently receive a regular faculty, civil service or 

other Academic Staff appointment to which he or she may transfer following 

conclusion of the Limited appointment. 

6. An individual whose initial appointment is to a Limited 

appointment may concurrently receive a faculty appointment which is 

clinical or adjunct and which relates to teaching or professional practice. 

In this case, no transfer rights to a faculty appointment following the con

clusion of a Limited appointment are provided. 

7. Salaries for Limited appointments are negotiable. Further, 

they may be separate and distinct from the salary rates of pre-existing 

or concurrent positions under 4, 5 and 6 above, and transfer to such a 

position dbes not require continuance of the salary level provided for 

the Limited appointment. 

8. The appointment period for a Limited appointee shall be 

specified initially and on renewal in writing but shall be subject to 

review and discontinuance at the discretion of the appointing authority 

or at the initiation of the appointee. 

9. Benefits and perquisites, as set forth in section VII and 

VIII, shall be those which apply to the Academic Staff. Any special 

understandings concerning benefits and perquisites may be agreed upon 

between the appointee and the appointing authority. 

10. Termination or nonrenewal of a Limited appointment is not 

appealable. Whenever possible, three months' notice of termination should 
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be given if the appointee does not hold concurrently another University 

appointment. 

XI. Academic Staff Titles 

A. General Administrative/Professional Titles 

As proposed under the preceding section X. Limited Appointments, 

several of the titles in the current 9300 administrative class series shall 

be reserved for the major administrative offices of the University whose 

appointees serve at the pleasure of others. Remaining titles in the 

current 9300 administrative class series as they currently occur in the 

budget are: 

Dean 

Associate Dean 

Assistant Dean 

University Attorney 

Director 

Associate Director 

Assistant Director 

Executive Assistant 

Special Assistant 

Administrative Assistant 

Secretary (To) 

Assistant (To) 

·coordinator 

Associate (To) 

Consultant (To) 

Assistant Vice Provost 
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This grouping, with the addition of a few other needed titles such 

as Project Director and Staff Associate, and with the provision for develop

ing modifiers such as ''executive" or "senior" that would be used for descriptive 

or functional purposes, but not as part of the budget title of record (no 

change in title code number) forms the General Administrative/Professional 

Titles series. A further refinement, as the system develops, would involve 

separate coding of central administrative level from unit/program level 

titles for at least certain titles such as Director which are used for 

positions of widely varying responsibility in the University. 

Other current nonstudent Academic titles now found in the 9600 and 

9700 title series should be reviewed for inclusion into the Academic Staff 

personnel group. These are non-faculty titles and they cover a range of 

activities from Agricultural Extension workers, to the Intercollegiate 

Athletics coaches, to selected positions with the Foundations, and a 

Veterinary Medical Associate series. 

1. The General Administrative/Professional Academic Staff group 

includes positions that are held by persons with the requisite professional 

qualifications and experience who are engaged in policy development or 

execution or in directing, organizing or supervising activities in the 

University administration or a unit thereof. Individuals appointed to 

these positions are expected to have a thorough working knowledge of 

academic and/or University administration, to use independent professional 

judgment and to exercise discretion in policy matters. 

2. For the most part, promotion for individuals in these titles 

involves application and transfer to another position in the series rather 

than an increase in rank. 

3. Salaries are arranged or negotiable within limits. There are 

no set minimum or maximum salary levels. Salaries are expected to reflect 
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~cope o! responsibility of the position and the experience and performance 

competence of the appointee. 

B. Academic Support Professional Staff 

This group shall include those Academic Staff positions which 

extend and support the teaching, research and service missions of the Univer

sity. This work is of a highly specialized nature and requires the appropri

ate professional or advanced degree for the field as well as demonstrated 

competency in performance. 

1. At a minimum, several series of titles are needed. Examples 

of these are as follows: 

a. Professional research series 

The professional research series includes the titles Assistant 

Research (e.g. Physicist), Associate Research (e.g. Physicist), and Research 

(e.g. Physicist). These titles are given only to those who hold the requisite 

advanced degree, usually the Ph.D., and engage personally and directly in 

research, and not to those whose duties are to provide technical assistance 

to a research project. (If, in the future, such titles as Research Specialist 

were removed from the 9400 instructional and research title series and/or 

Research Fellow and Research Associate titles were removed from inclusion 

in the Regulations Concerning Faculty Tenure, two other titles might be 

added to the entry level of the professional research series. These titles, 

which would not require the doctorate, but might require the Masters degree, 

could be Research Specialists I and II or Research Fellow I and II or 

Research Associate I and II.) 

b. University extension specialist series 

The University extension specialist series includes the 

titles Assistant Extension Specialist, Associate Extension Specialist, and 

Extension Specialist. These titles are given to persons, mostly appointed 
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into Continuing Education and Extension or into the Agricultural Extension 

Service, who, as professional adult educators, teachers, and program 

planners, represent the University in serving the public through University

level educational programs of classes, conferences, institutes ·and seminars, 

correspondence courses, discussion groups, lectures, demonstrations and 

cultural productions. (An alternative title consideration for this group 

might be [Assistant, Associate] Adult Education Specialist, or [Assistant, 

Associate] Continuing Education Specialist, etc.) 

c. Librarian series 

The librarian series provides an alternative to the 

faculty ranks for fully credentialed professionals whose assignments are 

not relevant to meeting expectations of faculty librarians. This series 

is used for appointees who provide academic support services, such as: 

selection and development of resources, bibliographic control and organiza

tion of collections, reference and advisory services, development and 

application of specialized information systems, library administrative 

activities and research where related to the foregoing services. The 

librarian series titles shall be: Assistant Librarian, Associate Librarian 

and Librarian. 

d. Advisor/Counselor series 

The Advisor/Counselor series shall be used for fully 

qualified professional persons, usually holders of the Ph.D., who work 

primarily in a counseling or advising capacity with individual students 

or student groups. These appointees shall be expected to relate closely 

to academic teaching units and they shall be qualified to supervise students 

who may practice under their direction in field work or clinical placements. 

The series titles shall be; Assistant Advisor/Counselor, Associate Advisor/ 

Counselor and Advisor/Counselor. 
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2. Additional Academic Support Professional Staff titles may be 

added. For some of these series provision for promotional opportunities 

should be developed, for others single titles, e.g. Clinic Physician, .may 

meet present system needs. 

3. For each series, appropriate criteria for appointment, retention, 

promotion and merit increase shall be developed. The criteria for retention 

and promotion must focus primarily upon effectiveness in professional per

formance and professional competence in relation to the job description or 

letter of appointment or renewal. Other considerations such as professional 

contributions to the University, to the profession, and to the public may be 

considered. Promotions and merit increases shall be based upon qualifications 

and performance, not upon the basis of years of service. 

4. The review for promotional consideration shall be consonant 

with the provisions in sections II.B. and III.A.and B., which combines both 

expert peer review and administrative review. 

• 
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Draft of SCC Recommendation to Faculty Senate Meeting, 
November 29 

1. The Senate approves the principle of 1 E1 (Academic Staff) appointments. 

2. It is und-erstood that individuals currently employed at the University 
of Minnesota on a basis other than 1E1

' will not be changed to an "E' 
basis without their permission. 

3. The question of whether categories of positions should be classified 
as 'E' (Academic Staff), is one that shall require consultation and 
advice by the Faculty Senate or an appropriate committee be consulted 
by the Administrative units desirious of instituting 'E' categories 
for this purpose. 

4. There must be procedures and protections for review, job security, pro
motion, salary increases, and appeals for individulas on an 'E' appoint
ment. Faculty should be clearly involved in establishing and reviewing 
these procedures because they work in such close conjunction with persons 
on such appointments. The Tenure Committee is further hereby charged 
with assisting with the establishment and review of proposed procedures 
and protections for individuals on 'E' appointments. 

5. Until the procedures and protections referred to in (3 and 4 above) 
become well-established the Tenure Committee should review all new 'E' 
appointment categories and report back to the Senate as to progress made. 

6. Under the present constitution and bylaws of the Senate, individuals 
who are employed at the University of Minnesota on an 'E' basis are not 
eligible for membership in the Faculty Senate. Consideration of a change 
in this status is premature at the present time and such considerations 
will be deferred until such a time that the 'E' appointment class has 
become implemented and a progress report on items 4 and 5 can be evaluated. 

Marcia M. Eaton, Chairman 
SCC Subcommittee on Grievances and Legal Concerns. 

October 24, 1979 
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November 15, 1979 

REVISED DRAFT OF SCC RECOMMENDATION TO FACULTY SENATE MEETING, 
November 29 

1. The Senate approves the principle of 'E' (Academic Staff) appointments 
for appropriate groups. 

2. It is understood that individuals currently employed at the University of 
Minnesota on a basis other than 'E' will not be changed to an 'E' basis 
without their permission. Individuals on regular probationary academic 
appointments should be considered for tenure on the basis of performance 
expectations as of the time of their initial appointment. A person who 
chooses to retain faculty status shall not be discriminated against or 
subjected to sanctions as a result of this choice. 

3. The question of whether 
'E' (Academic Staff) is 
by the Faculty Senate. 
representative for this 

categories of positions should be classified as 
one that shall require consultation and advice 
The Senate designates the Tenure Committee as its 
consultation. 

4. There must be procedures and protections for review, job security, pro
motion, salary increases, and appeals for individuals on an 'E' appoint
ment in order to insure academic freedom where it is appropriate. Faculty 
should be clearly involved in establishing and reviewing these procedures 
because they work in such close conjunction with persons on such appoint
ments. Until the procedures and protections are established the Tenure 
Committee is further hereby· charged with assisting with the establishment 
and review of proposed procedures and protections for individuals on 'E' 
appointments. 

5. Under the present constitution and bylaws of the Senate, individuals 
who are employed at the University of Minnesota on an 'E' basis are not 
~eligible for membership in the Faculty Senate. Consideration of a change 
~in this status is premature at the present time. 

Marcia M. Eaton, Chairman 
SCC Subcommittee on Grievances and Legal Concerns. 



Background 

(From "University of Minnesota: Academic Staff Personnel Policies and 
Procedures--A Second Proposal" -- Draft Revision of July 23, 1979) 

On April 27, 1976 the Task Group to Develop Personnel System Recommen-

dations for Non-Faculty Administrative and Professional Appointments sub-

mitted a report to President Magrath. The report contained statements of 

rationale for development of a third personnel system in the University, 

the roots of which were already established in earlier years, and a series 

of definitions and operational policy proposals which might shape the system 

as it evolved. Briefly, the basis given for moving in this direction included 

the following reasons: 

1. In most large and heterogeneous public and private unversities 

there have emerged important and essential positions, mainly academic in 

nature, which do not fit under either the faculty or the civil service 

systems. Since the early seventies at the University of Minnesota this 

group has been identified with the symbol "E" (signifying special employment)~ 

There has been an almost total lack of personnel policies and provisions 

delineating the terms and conditions of employment for this group. 

2. Neither the current nor the proposed set of tenure regulations 

provides for the tenuring of non-faculty positions. In 1972-73, the 

University Committee on Tenure, in the process of drafting the proposed 

regulations, urged attention to the need to develop a career service for 

academic administrators and academic professionals. 

3. The faculty tenure system and faculty performance criteria place 

primary emphasis on teaching and research (including scholarly inquiry and/or 

artistic production) functions and roles. Professional service and length 
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of service are considered to be secondary criteria. Applying the faculty 

criteria to nonfaculty academic positions has caused classic double-bind 

problems for persons in those positions whose responsibilities are not 

primarily instruction and research. Extending faculty titles and academic 

tenure to persons whose positions do not fit or require them causes other 

serious problems for the tenure system and the institution. 

4. More rationality and flexibility in personnel staffing and in 

renewal of leadership can be maintained in these times of "steady state" 

conditions if the faculty tenure system is limited to those for whom 

academic freedom makes its provisions necessary. Maintaining flexibility 

is crucial to the enabling of reorganization and redeployment of personnel 

to engage in new or changed programs or activities with scarce resources. 

This becomes impossible when individuals are tenured inappropriately as 

faculty members within departments or in non-collegiate units. 

5. The intensity of concern with the accuracy of information for 

internal planning and for reporting to outside agencies and governmental 

bodies which provide funds to the University on the basis of faculty-student 

ratios leads to the need to be able to sort academic professionals and 

administrators from faculty ma~ers, since related but different functions 

are being performed by the two groups. Establishing an identifiable 

academic staff group should reflect positively upon the University in 

resource terms, for the faculty group now includes many positions which 

involve important administrative or professional activities but little or 

no teaching and scholarly activities. 

6. Development of an attractive career service for academic staff 

members which recognizes their professional status and level of functioning 
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should resolve a currently ambiguous personnel situation in the University 

and clarify positively the identities, expectations, tenms and conditions 

for positions which are essential to the successful functioning of the 

University. 

Since its distribution the report of the Task Group has been discussed 

widely and critically by central administrators, by deans, directors and 

other academic administrators, by selected University and Senate committees 

and by individuals in units who potentially may be affected by the further 

delineation of what is commonly referred to as the "E track" on campus.* 

Responses to the report of the Task Group generally were twofold: there 

seemed to be support for a third system as a necessary and overdue step 

toward a more rational personnel organization for the University; however, 

there was widespread questioning and anxie~y about specific conditions of 

employment such as job security, access to governance, and career develop-

ment. 

The arguments for moving in the direction in which other major public 

and private universities already have moved in the last decade or earlier 

are if anything more compelling at this time than they were in 1976. There 

is sharpened concern with organizational rationality and flexibility in the 

now stringent resource climate for higher education. This revised proposal, 

which incorporates a number of suggestions given in response to the draft 

dated March 28, 1979, attempts to present operational policy statements 

that revise, refine and in many instances redirect proposals in the report 

of the Task Group in response to comments and criticisms offered. 

* There was informal distribution of one or both draJts of the proposal 

for purposes of information, review and comment, to the following Universit¥ 

bodies: the Board of Regents, the Council of Academic Officers, the Central 

Officers Group, the Senate Consultative Committee, the University Committee on 

Tenure and the Senate Committee on Faculty Affairs. In addition, the proposal 

was distributed to policy-making and policy-reviewing groups and individuals 

within the University. 
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Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science 
151 Chemical Engineering 
421 Washington Avenue S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 373-2300 

TO: Richard L. Purple, Chair 
Senate Consultative Committee 

FROM: L. E. Scriven 

SUBJECT: 'E' Employment Category 

./ 

The comment and questions I tried to raise in order to focus the 
discussion at the 27 September meeting: 

• In my view the University obviously needs an 'E' category. The 
debate appears to concern the definition of membership in the 
category. Sections II-V and IX are far from explicit . 

• How would individuals be assigned to fixed-term and probationary 
'E' categories? By whom (in the name of the Vice President of 
Academic Affairs)? When? How? Who decides what service does 
not fall under Civil Service and does not relate primarily to 
teaching and research? What guidelines are there for deciding? 
Can an Advisory Committee of Academic Staff judge \'Jell? 

• How would reviews be made and recommendations arrived at for 
assignment to continuous 'E' category? By whom (in the name of 
the President)? Using what standards? Is an Advisory Committee 
of Academic Staff able to judge well? 

• Could any faculty person apply for assignment to 'E' status? 
When? At promotion and tenure review? On what grounds? Who 
would judge the application? Could certain Civil Service persons 
apply for 'E' status? ... 

The questions may seem concerned with what President Magrath 
termed 'procedural aspects' but real answers to them will be 
an operational definition of membership in the 'E' category.· 
Full answers will also clarify the implications of the new 
category for faculty promotion and tenure and for civil service 
personnel administration. 

Faculty Affairs and Tenure Committees may well be concerned with 
the issues. 

LES:lms 
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Mr. Eldred Smith, Director 
University Libraries 
499 Wilson Library 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

October 5, 1979 

I am writing on behalf of the Library Council in continuance of library faculty 
actions regarding the document ~university of Minnesota Academic Staff Policies 
and Procedures: A Second Proposal ... 

At the October 4, 1979 Library Council meeting, the Library Council unanimously 
adopted the Faculty Personnel Committee's 11 Statement Outlining Need for Faculty 
Appointments and Inadequacy of 11 E11 Appointments for Librarians .. , and the 11 Statement 
on Six Background Points" in 11 University of Minnesota Academic Staff Policies 
and Procedures: A Second Proposal'', copies of which are enclosed with this letter. 

As you are aware, when 11 E" was first conceived and described by Assistant Vice 
President Shirley Clark, its direction was toward covering individuals in adminis
trative positions. As a faculty, the library has no objection to administrative 
positions being included in this class. However, the faculty of the University 
Libraries, Twin Cities Campus voice regarding the appropriateness of 11 E11 for 
librarians is clear from the Library Faculty Assembly meeting of July 26, 1979 in 
which the University's "E 11 document was rejected by a 59 to 10 vote with 3 absten
tions. 

As a faculty, we will endeavor to make our official faculty view known throughout 
the collegial community in the hope that proper consideration of this policy can 
occur. 

Sincerely, 

~~N Cv-U4( 
Professor Audrey N. Grosch 
Co-Chairman, Library Council 
University Libraries, Twin Cities Campus 

cc: Honorable Wenda Moore, Chairman, Board of Regents 
Dr. C. Peter Magrath, President 
Dr. Albert Linck, Acting Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Professor Alfred Aeppli, President, UMEA 
Professor Ronald Akehurst, Chair, Senate Tenure Committee 
Professor Clarke Chambers, Chair, Senate Library Committee 
Professor John Chipman, Chair, Senate Committee on Faculty Affairs 
Professor George Green, President, TCAAUP 
Professor Karen N. Hoyle, Chair, Library Faculty Personnel Committee 
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Mr. Eldred Smith, Director 
Page Two 
October 5, 1979 

cc: {con' t) 

Professor Richard Purple, Chair, Senate Consultative Committee 
Professor Geneva Southall, CUWP President 
Professor Marcia Eaton, Senate Consultative Committee, Subcommittee on 11 E11 

Professor Richard Kelly, Library Senator 
Professor John Parker, Library Senator 
Professor Mary D. Hanley, Library Senator 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

TO: Library Council 

University Libraries 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

October 5, 1979 

FROM: University of Minnesota Libraries Faculty Personnel Committee 

SUBJECT: "Statement on Six Background Points in University of Minnesota 
Academic Staff Policies and Procedures: A Second Proposal" 

In response to the six points cited on pages one and two of "University of 
Minnesota Academic Staff Policies and Procedures: a Second Proposal" as bases 
for the new personnel classification, we would like to offer the following 
observations concerning how these points relate to librarians: 

1. In most large and heterogeneous public and private universities there have 
emerged important and essential positions, mainly academic in nature, which do 
not fit under either the faculty or the civil service systems. Since the early 
seventies at the University of Minnesota this group has been identified with the 
symbol "E" {signifying special employment). There has been an almost total lack 
of personnel policies and provisions delineating the terms and conditions of 
employment for this group. 

Response: Librarians have not been classed in the "E" group. Rather, in recogni
tion of their role in the teaching and research processes, most librarians have 
held faculty appointments, with carefully defined terms and conditions of employ
ment. 

2. Neither the current nor the proposed set of tenure regulations provides for 
the tenuring of non-faculty positions. In 1972-73, the University Committee on 
Tenure, in the process of drafting the proposed regulations, urged attention to 
the need to develop a career service for academic administrators and academic pro
fessionals. 

Response: Tenure for librarians ~provided for in both the current and proposed 
set of tenure regulations. 

3. The faculty tenure system and faculty performance criteria place primary 
emphasis on teaching and research (including scholarly inquiry and/or artistic 
production) functions and roles. Professional service and length of service are 
considered to be secondary criteria. Applying the faculty criteria to non-faculty 
academic positions has caused classic double-bind problems for persons in those 
positions whose responsibilities are not primarily instruction and research. 
Extending faculty titles and academic tenure to persons whose positions do not 
fit or require them causes other serious problems for the tenure system and the 
institution. 
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Response: The library's promotion and tenure criteria also place primary emphasis 
on teaching, research and related activities. Librarian positions both fit and 
require faculty titles and academic tenure as delineated in section IV.l of the 
Statement Outlining Need for Faculty Appointments and Inadequacy of "E" Appointments 
for Librarians 

4. More rationality and flexibility in personnel staffing and in renewal of 
leadership can be maintained in these times of "steady state" conditions if the 
faculty tenure system is limited to those for whom academic freedom makes its pro
visions necessary. Maintaining flexibility is crucial to the enabling of reorgani
zation and redeployment of personnel to engage in new or changed programs or 
activities with scarce resources. This becomes impossible when individuals are 
tenured inappropriately as faculty members within departments or in non-collegiate 
units. 

Response: Dividing librarians into two separate personnel classifications can only 
decrease flexibility with relation to transfers, reassignments and harmonious 
interactions among individuals and divisions within the library system. 

5. The intensity of concern with the accuracy of information for internal planning ~ 
and for reporting to outside agencies and governmental bodies which provide funds ~ 
to the University on the basis of faculty-student ratios leads to the need to be 
able to sort academic professionals and administrators from faculty members, since 
related but different functions are being performed by the two groups. Establishing 
an identifiable academic staff group should reflect positively upon the University 
in resource terms, for the faculty group now includes many positions which involve 
important administrative or professional activities but little or no teaching and 
scholarly activities. 

Response: It is our understanding that in the past, both here and in other universi
tles, categories of faculty have been differentiated for faculty - student ratios 
and for planning and reporting purposes. To extirpate an entire group of faculty 
when such distinctions already exist, seems a radical and unnecessary step. 

6. Development of an attractive career service for academic staff members which 
recognizes their professional status and level of functioning should resolve a 
currently ambiguous personnel situation in the University and clarify positively 
the identities, expectations, terms and conditions for positions which are essential 
to the successful functioning of the University. 

Response: Librarians have overwhelmingly voted against the proposed "E" classifica
tion as an attractive and viable career plan for themselves. Conversely, most 
librarians regard the present faculty personnel plan as one which meets the needs of 
individuals and of the library system. 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA University Llbranes 
Minneapolis, Mmnesota 55455 TWIN CITIES 

1 October 5, 1979 

TO: Library Council 
FROH: University of Minnesota Libraries Faculty Personne 1 Committee 

SUBJECT: Statement Outlining Need for Faculty Appointments and Inadequacy of 
"E" Appointments for Librarians 

Outline: 1. Introduction 

I. INTRODUCTION 

2. History 
3. Role and Function of the Academic Librarian 
4. Inappropriateness of "E" Classification for 

Librarians 

That the Library is the heart of the University is axiomatic; universities are judged 
by the quality of their libraries. The selection and development of library resources, 

the teaching of the use of these resources, and bibliographic control and organization 

of collections, reference and advisory services, the development and application of 
specialized information systems, library administrative activities and research, are 

not "academic support services" but are indispensable scholarly contributions to the 

teaching and research mission of the University. This contribution was recognized 

in the "Joint Statement on Faculty Status of College and University Librarians," 
endorsed by the American Association of University Professors in 1973. (1) A national 

endorsement is appropriate, for indeed a university library and librarians are not 

merely a local resource, but an increasingly valuable resource for the state, regional 
and national community as well, as was recognized here at the University of Minnesota 
in 1963, when the faculty personnel plan was instituted for librarians. The great 

majority of the library faculty are now alarmed about the proposed inclusion of most 

librarians in the "E" class and vJhat it portends both for the staff and for the 
library•s future. Thus, at the July 26, 1979 meeting of the library faculty, the 
document "University of r~i nnesota Academic Staff Policies and Procedures: A Second 
Proposal" was rejected by a vote of 59 to 10 as inappropriate for librarians. 

(1) "Joint Statement on Faculty Status of Co 11 ege and University Librarians" (drafted 
~ by a national c~mittee representing the Association of College and Research Libraries, 

the Association of American Colleges, and the American Association of University Pro
fessors), AAUP Bulletin, December 1972, pp. 434-35, and June 1973, pp. 266-67. 
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I I. HISTORY 

Since the early 1960's there has been a growing recognition of the essential role of 

the librarian in the processes of teaching and research. Prior to that time 
librarians were routinely classified with civil service support services, with some 

token recognition of the educational mission of the library given in the form of a 

professorship for the director of head librarian and some instructor positions for 
other top-ranking administrators on occasion. (2) 

Beginning in 1963-64, however, a concerted effort was made by central administration 

of the University and the library administration to recognize and encourage the 
librarian's educational role and, gradually, most librarians attained faculty status, 
the library was reorganized as a collegial unit, and an increasingly rigorous peer 
review process was instituted.( 3) Individuals were doubly motivated to achieve by a 

corresponding commitment on the part of the University. The result has been the marked 
development of an active and committed library staff which has made significant contri
butions to the teaching and research mission of the University. 

The nev1 plan would nov1 transmute most of the library positions into "E" class positions 

separating them from the 30-35 Reference/Bibliographers who would remain faculty. 

Eleven librarians on our staff were hired as civil service librarians, passed that 
probationary period with distinction, and .were later "promoted'' to a faculty classifi

cation in recognition of their potential and contribution to the library's educational 

mission. Some are nearing the end of the additional seven-year faculty probationary 

period and may nm·1 be in the position of being told that the faculty reclassification 
was a mistake and that their present roles in the library as assigned by administrators 
really belong in the "E" class, with presumably another probationary period and reorien
tation about role and performance evaluation to be faced. Such individual "micro-

(2)It has been suggested that the struggle professional librarians have had to gain 
academic recognition and status is typical of the struggle faced by any professional 
group that is made up predominantly of women. Such a group typically has a history 
marked by ups and downs of reaction more than by any form of rational cumulative de
velopment; and the meaning and value of that history have tended to be "conferred" 
from above by the dominant power structure. As a matter of fact, the most continuous 
recurring theme in the history of academic librarians is that librarians as a class 
are and should be passive "support" or "service" personnel who are not really integral 
creative participants in the education process. 

(3)constitution, University Libraries, Twin Cities Campus. 

-

-

-
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~ II. HISTORY (cont.) 

' 

histories .. seem to suggest expediency more than any kind of central vision or logic 

about the library, librarians, and their mission and role in the University's educa
tional process. 

III. ROLE AND FUNCTION OF THE LIBRARIAN IN AN ACADEMIC SETTING 
On January 30, 1976, the University library faculty approved the following 

statement on the 11 Role and Function of the Librarian in an Academic Setting, .. a 
statement that articulates what is perceived to be the faculty librarian's unique 

teaching and research functions and that concludes with a statement about the 
professional unity and peer relationship of librarians within the library system. 

Library faculty members bear the responsibility for that part of the 
instructional and research process which involves the faculty, the student 
and the researcher with the records of the past and with the information 
produced by current and retrospective research. This responsibility is 
discharged in differing ways, depending upon the current position and as
signments of the library faculty member, but includes such activities as the 
following: 

A. On the basis of their knowledge of the literature and content of var{ous 
disciplines and their research methods, and of the records and techniques 
by means of which knowledge is organized and interrelated to make it use
ful for teaching and further research, librarians 

1. Provide effective instruction and research assistance in the litera
ture and library methodologies or research techniques of the library 
user's field, through developing general instructional materials in 
the use of the library, tutorial relationships, one-to-one instruction 
or advice, through group instruction via the library's own programs, 
programmed instruction, or other university course offerings. 

2. Develop additional instructional materials in the form of library 
modules as part of programmed learning sequences for individual courses 
and prepare the student to use library resources efficiently and 
effectively to retrieve the data and develop methodologies needed 
later in course work and independent study. 

3. Develop the collections which will support and enhance the teaching 
and research activities of the University by means of collection 
policies and subject training and expertise. 

4. Develop permanent bibliographic records and methods or organization 
and access to the intellectual content of the library's collections 
which will make library materials available, regardless of their 
location to students and faculty in terms consistent with the re
quirements of their disciplines. 

5. Participate actively in the larger scholarly and professional 
communities through research, publication, and participation in 
university and collegial committees and governance. 

B. Academic librarians, in their capacity as specialists in the managment 
of information and its application to research and instruction, are 
responsible for providing leadership to their institutions and to the 
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III. ROLE AND FUNCTION OF THE LIBRARIAN(cont.) 
library profession at large in the utilization of new technologies and 
the development of new services and programs. Combining subject skills 
and professional skills, they provide leadership in devising services and 
programs best suited for the enhancement of each discipline. 

C. On the basis of their professional training as librarians, archivists, 
information scientists, and subject specialists, and their involvement 
with and concern for the teaching, research, and service missions of the 
University, library faculty also 
1. Participate in evaluation, curriculum, and program planning with 

their colleagues in the Library concerning the Library's responsi~ 
bilities for the teaching, research, and service missions of the 
University. 

2. Participate in University policy development through service on 
committees, in the Senate, and in other governing bodies. 

3. Provide guidance and direction to the Library's support staff 
in the execution and maintenance of the programs ans services through 
which the Library's functions in the academic comm~nity are fulfilled. 

--

It is understood that, while certain assignments in the Library require specialized 
knowledge and training which will limit the number of librarians prepared to perform 
th~m, all library faculty are expected to be concerned with and sufficiently knowledge- ~ 
able about the fundamental responsibilities described above to accept varying assign- ~ 
ments within the Library and to participate effectively in planning and policy develo
ment in a wide variety of the areas of the Library's intellectual and academic responsi~ 
bilities. 

It is important, we believe, to emphasize that unlike other group presently( 4) desig
nated for inclusion in "E", librarians are a unified professional-group that functions 
within a structure that operates as a unified system in effecting the library's 
unique educational mission. In this cohesive whole librarians are qualified to function 
in various roles in the library. We share a structured discipline, language, and 
method of analysis. The division of our group into "faculty" and "non-faculty" seems 
illogical and dysfunctional. The distinction made is simply an administrative dis
tinction and one that is based upon a recent reorganization. 

IV. INAPPROPRIATENESS OF "E" CLASSIFICATION FOR LIBRARIANS 
The placing of librarians in an academic support series is inappropriate. Such a 
step would be detrimental both to the University and to the University Libraries, 
and reflects a misunderstanding of the role of the faculty librarian. "The University 

(4)University of Minnesota Academic Staff Policies and Procedures: A Second 
Prooosal. July 23, 1979. pp. 28-30 
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IV. INAPPROPRIATENESS OF "E" CLASSIFICATION (cant) 

of Minnesota Academic Staff Policies and Procedures-A Second Proposal" is unacceptable 

for librarians in the following areas: 
1. Academic freedom and tenure. In creating a national/international re

source for scholarship and teaching, University of Minnesota librarians 

need academic freedom and tenure as much as their teaching colleagues 
in other departments. University librarians must provide recorded 
knowledge in controversial or unpopular fields or schools of thought that 
extend beyond the needs of the local and current curriculum; providing 
such knowledge can lead to challenge in specific instances, for example: 
a. selection and acquisition of books, periodicals, and archives--

b. 

the acquisition of materials reflecting an idea or a school of thought 

that is controversial (e.g., the IQ controversy) can be perceived as 

provocative or as unnecessary in times of budgetary restraints. Con

versely, pressure can be brought to bear upon librarians to skew a col
lection or exhaust a fund by acquiring unreasonable quantities of material 

to support the interests of only one individual or research group. 
cataloging and classification--the assignment of certain subject terms 
and class numbers can elicit charges of bias, discrimination, or deliberate 

offense 
c. bibliographic reference, consultation, and instruction--advising 

persons or groups engaged in controversial activities and observing 
the privileged discretion of such consultation can lead to charges 
of moral or legal culpability. 

d. circulation--protecting the privacy of patrons who borrow or use con
troversial materials can be perceived as obstruction (e.g., FBI in

quiries during the Vietnam protest or inquiries by faculty or students 
about the research of others.) 

2. Collegial governance: internal and external. In order to fulfill their 
unique and primary educational mission in the University, librarians need 

to be fully integrated into and answerable to the library and university 
faculty governance and educational policy-making structure, including par

ticipation in the Senate and Assembly. Isolation can only lead to a re
gression of function. 
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IV. INAPPROPRIATENESS OF "E" CLASSIFICATION (cant). 

3. Definition of "professional" and collegial peer review. As members of a 
unified profession that contributes to the University's educational mission 
as a group or system as well as individually, librarians need the governance 
and responsibilities of an academic profession in fact as well as in name. 
No matter how many times the word "professional" is used in the "E" class 
document, the document's effect would be to strip librarians of the rights 
and responsibilities of collegial peer review so that they would be hired, 
retained, and promoted solely in terms of administrative discretion. Members 
of the "profession" within the institution might well become more docile, sub
missive, and silent; it can hardly be argued that they would therefore become 
more competent, creative, and dedicated. In this time of rapid change as 
we move into what Daniel Bell has called the "infonnation society," we need a 
library faculty that is committed to the highest standards of intellectual 
ccxnpetence and service, to long-range ideals, free to experiment with 
new ways to effect new results. 

4. Inadequate provision for scholarly endeavor and professional development. 
A lessened commitment to growth and scholarship for librarians, with no 
central monies provided and greater rigidity in leave policies, will con
stitute a costly step away from the University's goal of academic excel
lence. 

5. Inflexibility. During a decade of anticipated retrenchment, it seems 
counterproductive to divide librarians into separate classes that make 
lateral transfer or reassignment difficult, if not impossible. 
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UNIVERSITY OF rv11Nf·~ESOTA 
Wt:N CITIES \\:.=:-- L;br2.:'"y 

r:---e~,Jo!:s. ~.:;nr:?s:.t3 55~55 

October 18, 1979 

Professor Audrey N. Grosch, Co-Chairperson 
Library Counci 1 
University Libra-ries-T·.-Iin Cit·i~s 

199 NcNeal Hall 
St. Paul Campus 

Dear Professor Grosch: 

I am writing in response to your letter to me of October 5, 1979, regarding 
the document, 11 University of Minnesota Academic Staff Policies and Procedures: 
A Second Proposal". In particular, I will address the document drafted by 
the Library Faculty Personnel Committee (LFPC) that is enclosed with your 
letter, "Statement Outlining Need for Faculty Appointments and Inadequacy of 
'E' Appointments for Librarians". 

I strongly agree with many of the principles in the LFPC document. In partic
ular, I agree with the fundamental assertion that many librarians fulfill 
faculty-like roles and consequently must be classified as faculty. I also 
agree with most of the definition on pages three and four of the document 
regarding this role--substantive contributions to instruction and research as 
well as participation in scholarly and professional communities. Hhere such· 
activities are a fundamental part of librarians' basic roles, I agree that 
such librarians should be classified as faculty. I also believe that librarians 
make a major contribution to their institutions and to higher education by 
performing such roles. 

Furthermore, I agree that librarians who are developing collections and provid~ 
ing formal or informal bibliographic instruction require the academic freedom 
protection of tenure to the same extent as other faculty. All one has to do is 
look cursorily at the history of censorship in this country or elsewhere to 
recognize this. (Conversely, I do not agree that cataloging and classification 
of materials or circulation records need to or even can receive the same protec
tion. With regard to cataloging-classification decisions, I know of no instance 
in the history of librarianship where censorship pressures have been applied or 
where censorship has successfully been achieved. Certainly, there are occasional 
disputes \'lithin our profession or with library clientele regarding the appro
priateness of specific subject headings; however, I know of no cataloger whose 
livelihood has.been in any way jeopardized because of intellectual freedom issues. 
With regard to circulation records, the issue is not protection of freedom of 
expression, \•lhich is covered by tenure, but access to records, \'lhich cannot be 
covered by tenure and inevitably is resolved in the courts.) 

I am also in agreement that librarians \-lho perform a faculty role should partici
pate, together \•lith other faculty, in collegial governance, that personnel 
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decisions affecting them should involve peer revie~·l, and that they should 
receive maximum support for scholarly endeavors end professional development. 
I agree that our libraries and librarians are c~d must be recognized as a 
state, regional, and national resource. 

. ' 

L·le ar·e not, theref::rre~ in disagr"e2:Jer<t: or: basic 1S: ... ::s_ ;,r,er·e \.Je dis::.gree, 1 

beli~ve, is v1hether all librarians, si'::piy by virtu:: of being librariar1s, should 
be classified as faculty. This seems to be the fundamental position adopted by 
the library Faculty Personnel Committee in urging that no librarians be 
included in the University 1 s propo?ed academic professional (E) series. In 
expressing this position, the LFPC identifies librarians as 11 a unified profess
ional group that functions within a structure that operates as a unified 
system 11 and as a 11 COhesive whole 11

• They further assert that this unity and 
cohesion will be violated by including some librarians in a faculty series and 
others in an academic professional series. 

If one looks at the reality of the present situation within the University of 
Minnesota, however, one is hard pressed to identify such a unified group or 
cohesive whole. Of the 108 professionals currently on the staff of the 
University of Minnesota--Twin Cities Libraries, only 86 (80%) are presently 
classified as faculty, whereas 13 (12%) are classified as Civil Service and 
9 (8%) are classified as professional-academic (E). 

Furthermore, the duties and responsibilities currently being carried out by 
these individuals cover a considerable range and variety of activities. These 
include activities related to circulation, cataloging and classification, 
acquisition, and physical processing of library materials, as well as collec
tion development and both formal and informal bibliographic instruction. Most 
of these activities are clearly professional and academic and some of them have 
a close correspondence to teaching and research. Others, however, do not. 

Recognizing this functional variety, I do not believe that a careful division 
of our professional positions into faculty and academic-professional categories 
is either illogical or dysfunctional. Indeed, one can more easily argue, I 
believe, that an attempt to maintain artificially a 11 COhesive v1hole 11 \·/here none 
truly exists is illogical and dysfunctional. 

The difficulties that derive from the present system of classification of 
librarian positions in the University Libraries-T\'Iin Cities is quite evident 
in the structure of our library faculty. Of 70 tenured library faculty 2 are 
research fellmvs, 18 are instructors, and 37 are assistant professors;· \·lhereas 
only 6 are associate professors and 7 are professors. In other words, 81% of 
this faculty are belm·1 the rank (associcte professor) normally used for tenure 
of faculty here and at other universities_ Inde2d, a special provision Has ·~ 
necessary in the Tenure Code of the University in order to provide for tenuring ~ 
library faculty at the Instructor ra:1k. 
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The fundamental problems of the present classification scheme are also 
demonstrated by the difficulties that tne University, the University Libraries, 
and the library faculty have encountered in identifying tenure criteria for 
library faculty that will effectively bring together the University'·s overall 
criteria (as applied ~c it3 f2c~lty ger~~~1~y~ wich the ~rof2ssio0~1 work that 
needs to be done in the University·Lib':'"'a!"y. As you 1·1el1 Knm.;, it is becal.!.se of 
this difficulty that the University Libraries-T•,Jin Cities pronot:ion c.nd tenure 
criteria have been revised seven times over the past seven years--since the 
University Libraries were recognized as a collegiate unit. 

This should clearly demonstrate that the division of librarians into 11 faculty" 
and 11 non-faculty 11 is not an administrative distinction or one that is based on 
reorganization. It is-a division that results from the broad and differing 
array of functions performed by our librarians and the fundamental difficulty 
in reconciling many of these functions v;ith the University's faculty criteria. 

Recognizing the full reality of this situation, I think that it is important to 
return to the central issue--i.e., \'lhether or not all librarians in the University 
of ~linnesota should be classified as faculty. Perhaps it would be useful to 
begin this reappraisal by looking specifically at the language of the Joint 
Statement on this topic that was drafted by the Association of College and 
Research Libraries, the Association of ftmerican Colleges, and the A~erican 
Association of University Professors, and \·ihi ch the Library Faculty Personnel 
Committee cites as authoritative on the first page of its document. The 
critical paragraphs of this statement read as follows: 

"Librarians perform a teaching and research role in as much as they 
instruct students formally and informally and advise and assist 
faculty in their scholarly pursuits. Librarians are also themselves 
involved in the research function; many conduct research in their own 
professional interest and in the discharge of their duties. 

11 ~·1here the role of college and university librarians, as described in 
the preceding paragraph, requires them to function essentially as part 
of the faculty, this functional identity should be recognized by 
granting of faculty status. Neither administrative responsibilities 
nor professional degrees, titles, or skills, per se, qualify members 
of the academic community for faculty status. The function of the 
librarian as participant in the process of teaching and research is the 
essential criterion of faculty status. 11 (Italics theirs.) 

This statement does, I believe, provide excellent guidance to the approach 
that the University should take \·lith reg=.rd to classification of its librarians. 
It very clearly asserts that librarians st.ould be faculty not because they 
are librarians but because of the functions they perform. Nowhere does it 
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assert that all members of our profession should be blanketed in as 
faculty. Indeed, I believe that this statement C!Sserts quite the contrary 
approach. 

In my judgment, the proposed University of Minnesota academic-professional 
snri-"s "~':G it-s de-fi:,~+-infl ~"tho Ju'·; ?J jC17'9 ri...-.~ft r1"r''i";:."·c· 1·-::: n•uJ·ta -- .._ .._~ - - ,,,..., .......... .._. ·.J ..... , Jl -·- -...v .......... •.-•1 ..J --;' ... .._ 

consonant Hith tne a!aroach identified in the Join~ Statement. This 
University document c1ear1y identifies (page 29) the faculty functions per
formed by librarians and clearly distinguishes them from other professional 
and academic functions performed by librarians. It clearly states that 
librarians performing faculty functions ~till be faculty and it identifies a 
distinct academic-professional series for librarians whose responsibilities 
are not sufficiently equivalent to those of the faculty. In doing this, it 
provides a clear definition of the basic terms and conditions of employment 
of individuals in the latter series and establishes appropriate ground rules 
for criteria that such individuals can successfully meet as a part of their 
basic employment responsibility. 

Furthermore, by distinguishing those librarian functions that are faculty-like 
from those that are not, it provides a much fi~er long-term basis for success-
ful and productive interaction beh1een librarians and the disciplinary faculty. J 
Finally, I am convinced that the proposed structure will be much better for the 
individuals concerned. It \·lill enable the University to relate identified 
responsibility more closely to criteria so that individuals can be reviewed for 
reappointment, continuous appointment, and pror::otion in terms of \vhat they are 
expected to do on the job. 

Hithin the proposed personnel configuration, library faculty \vould, of course, 
retain the same governance and peer revie\'1 roles within the University Libraries 
and the University as other faculty. Such roles for librarians classified as 
academic-professionals would be defined--as they should be--in relation to the 
academic roles of this staff category as a whole and overall University policy. 

I do, of course, recognize the concern of you and your colleagues in this area. 
~.Jith good reason, you regard the faculty status of librarians as a hard-won 
achievement. You see it as a guarantee of the centrality of your function 
within the University. You are legitimately \•mrried about basic changes. 

If the present situation were working well, I would be in full agreement with 
you about the need to preserve it. However, as we all know, it is not. I am 
personally convinced that the proposed new person~el plan will not weaken our 
structure, but will strengthen it. It will not weaken our place within the 
University, but v1ill strengthen that 2lso. Fir.a11y, it \·till, as it settles 
into place, significantly reduce co:1f1ict, tension, and anxiety vtithin the ,~ 
University Libraries. ~ 
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I do not need to tell you that the issues we are confronting are not unique 
to this University or our Libraries. A.s v;e all kno•,.,, efforts to secure the 
most effective personnel structure for the several categories of staff within 
a cor::pl2:< University, and the atte1d::r.t s-::ress 2nd s::r:rin, is a natbnal 
~;;::·:·:::::er.cn .. ~-;e c:e alsJ 2·J";2.r~~ th~~ ~~:?:~ ~s 2 :J.~tio~ai ~·::t:.~·rr:J 2.::---~s.j2 .. · i~·. 

p1~.'.:e in most of our pec:r institutions, ·~;i-:i::h div;des c:ce.dei711c staff into fc.cu1ty · 
and professional series and that librarians pose a particular problem with 
regard to the successful organization of such a structure because some of our 
professional functions are facult~-like and some are not. 

We know that it is not acceptable to group librarians with non-academic (civil 
service) staff because of our distinctly professional and academic roles. We 
must also recognize that it simply does not work to include all librarians in 
faculty because some librarians' necessary duties and responsibilities do not 
lend themselves to fulfilling faculty requirements. Consequently, there is a 
need for another series, a professional-academic series, which can accommodate 
some librarian positions. The approach being proposed in the University's draft 
document is, in my judgment, the best scheme for structuring librarians within 
a university environment that I have seen, because it not only includes all 
librarians as academics but provides for the inclusion of those performing 
faculty-like functions with the faculty. I believe that it \·Jill work quite 
effectively and advantageously and that it very \•Jell may provide a national 
model for other universities to follow. 

Hhatever structure is ultimately implemented for librarians at this University, 
it is important to recognize that the classification of current employees must 
not be altered except at their request. It is also essential that great care 
be exercised in classifying positions (v:hether ne\•Jly-created, open, or at the 
request of an incumbent) to insure that their particular duties and responsi-· · 
bilities conform to those of the series in ~t1hich they are included. These are 
principles \·Jhich have been and \-Jill continue to be applied \-Jithin the University 
Libraries, whatever personnel structure is ultimately established. 

In conclusion, I want to re-emphasize that we do have, I believe, the same 
goal: the proper classification of librarians ~:Jithin this University. He have 
identified different approaches to achieving this goal. You and many of our 
colleagues urge a continuation of the present system. I, along with a good 
many other library faculty, am convinced that the present system is not ~;orking 
effectively and cannot be made to work effectively without fundamental distortion. 
The proposed new series will not overturn the present situation, it will only 
modify it. In my judgment, it Hill provide an essential missing piece that can 
make the entire library classification structure \·Jork effectively. 
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Prof~ss~r ana Direc!cr of 
l.J:1iversi~y Libraries-1\-lin Ciries 

cc: Honorable ~~enda f1oore, Chairman, Board of Regents 
Dr. C. Peter Magrath, President 
Dr. Albert Linck, Acting Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Professor Alfred Aeppli, President, UMEA 
Professor Ronald Akehurst, Chair, Senate Tenure Co~mittee 
Professor Clarke Chambers, Chair, Senate Library Committee 
Professor John Chipman, Chair, Senate Committee on Faculty Affairs 
Professor George Green, President, TCAAUP 
Professor Karen N. Hoyle, Chair, Library Faculty Personnel Committee 

·"i 
__ .. 

,_, ___ -Professor Richard Purple, Chair, Senate Consultative Corrmittee -~ 
Professor Geneva Southall, CUWP President ~ 
Professor r~arcia Eaton, Senate Consultative Corrmittee, Subcorrmittee on "E" 
Professor Richard Kelly, Library Senator 
Professor John Parker, Library Senator 
Professor ~lary D. Hanley, Library Senator 



Box 14093, University Station, 

Mr. Eldred Smith, Director 

U~iversity Libraries 

·499 Wilson Library 
University of Ninnesota 

Minneapolis, MN 55455 

Dear Nr. Smith: 

UNIVERSITY of MINNESOTA 

EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
Alfred Aeppli, President Math IT 
540 VH 373-4633 Mpls East Bank Campus 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414 

October 22, 1979 

I am writing in support of the University of Ninnesota 
Libraries Faculty Personnel Committee, the Library Council and the 

Library Faculty Assembly. Specifically, the two Statements of October 5, 
1979, by the Library Council deserve the most careful consideration by the 

employer. 

The first Statement describes the role and the function of 
the academic librarian and the inappropriateness of E track appointments 

for University librarians. Academic freedom is extremely important and 

very much needed. Every day University librarians deal with issues and 

face problems in book selections, cataloging and classification, in 

reference, consultation and instruction, and in circulation of information. 
Academic freedom is an absolutely necessary condition for the work of the 
University librarian. This then justifies the tenure system too, since 

academic freedom without tenure is much weaker than academic freedom with 

tenure. 

The disruptive effects of the introduction of E track 
appointments in the Library are obvious in the areas of collegial 
governance, peer review and professional development. 

The second Statement is written in response to six points 

on pages 1 and 2 of the administration's document "University of Minnesota 

Academic Staff Policies and Procedures: a Second Proposal". Again, 

' ~rguments are given against E track appointrr,ents in the Library. 
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I would like to add the following observations •. Apparently, 

the E track document has been produced unilaterally by the administration 

and brought to the Regents without the approval of any faculty governance 

agency or any faculty group. As an afterthought, the Faculty Senate and 

its Consultative Committee might be consulted. This is precisely the 

sort of thing Ul{EA wants to change: under collective bargaining, the 

faculty is actively participating in the contractual formulation of the 
ternB and conditions of .employment from the beginning to the final 
ratification and implementation. Of course, standards and criteria for 
the professional advancemaat of a professor will depend on the place in 
the University where the professor works. This allows the explicit 
description of the expected performance of a professor in many possible 
situations without the introduction of E track appointments for academic 

employees. However, the faculty of the University will be recognized as 

a unified faculty, and the University with its ~aculty will be in a 

much better position to do ~ts job. 

In conclusion·, I strongly recommend to drop the idea of 

E track appointments in the Library and in similar academic settings. 

Sif~~rely ~o~s~ . 
\~ft--e.!l t~L f . A 

Alfred Aeppli 
President, UlJIEA 

cc: Honorable Wenda Noore, Chairperson, Board of negents, 

and Nembers, Board of Regents 

President U of M, C. Peter Magrath 
VP Albert Linck, Acad. Affairs 

Professor Audre~ N. Grosch, Library Council 
Professor Clarke Chambers, Senate Library Committee 

Professor Richard Purple, Senate Consultative Co2mittee 

Professors R. Kelly, J. Parker, }!.D. Hanley, Library Senators 
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Mr. Eldred Smith, Director 
University Libraries 
499 ~~i 1 son Library 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

November 6, 1979 

I am writing on behalf of the Library Council in response to your letter of 
October 18, 1979 to me to further reflect and clarify our reactions to certain 
points you have raised. 

You raised the point of catalogers and intellectual freedom issues. It is 
librarianship as a profession that voices its concerns over intellectual 
freedom issues - just as the medical profession or the legal profession has 
raised its consciousness over the question of malpractice. Consequently, we 
believe it unwise and certainly lacking in flexibility to create a situation 
where one librarian is not given the same protections of academic freedom 
which tenure implies, merely due to the fact that at that moment an administra
tor decides that position does not require such protections. 

We also have concerns over how the University as an institution would react 
legally to the situation of a circulation staff member arraigned on a charge of 
obstructing justice -·whether the same considerations would apply to a tenured 
faculty member, an E appointee or in fact a staff member holding a civil service 
appointment at librarian. Certainly this is unresolved insofar as we can see -
but there is ample evidence of a variety of differing treatments of faculty in 
similar situations that has as its evidence a growth in the number of cases 
brought before the Senate Judiciary Committee. 

Your comments on the librarians at the University Libraries, Twin Cities Campus 
not being a unified group hardly clarify our situation. The librarians did not 
create the system we have now of faculty and civil service appointments. The 
University itself created this situation vthen, in 1963, it summarily transferred 
librarians holding civil service appoint~ents at Librarian, Senior Librarian, 
and Principal Librarian into one single rank - Instructor. The current tenure 
code made the provision for tenuring at Instructor, simply to permit this sort of 
thing to continue to occur. Moreover, there was little attempt to promote and 
those who did receive promotion were holding positions in the middle or upper 
level administrative structure of the librarians at the time. But, the librarians 
themselves recognized this problem which was not of their creation and attempted 
to deal with it by creating the provisions for the remaining civil service librar
ians to have voice and vote under our collegial constitution. Also, under your 
predecessor in his tenure as Director, ten civil service librarians (of 22 then 
employed) were selected on a peer evaluative basis to be transferred to tenure 
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track. And, at the time, there was the intention of trying to create the 
library faculty as a whole within the faculty appointment process. 

Moreover, the inclusion of E appointments as an argument for the notion that 
librarians are not a cohesive, unified group is misleading. The existence of 
these nine appointments began when the first of these was a librarian hired as 
an administrative budget officer, not as a librarian. Another is a coordinator 
in MINITEX, a unit that is administratively adjunct to the Twin Cities Campus 
Libraries. The third is an administrative assistant who is not a librarian and 
who holds a purely administrative post. Next is a group of five people in the 
Systems Department (only 2 of whom have degrees in library or information 
science), including the director of this department who were so classified at 
their choice. Consequently, this group in no way establishes precedent for 
librarians. The final position in this category is the only regular librarian 
position and it is a position ne\'lly classified as "E" by your administration 
under protest by the Faculty Personnel Committee and a large majority of the 
professional librarians in the system. 

The structure of our library faculty is not a difficulty that arises because 
of the present system of peer reviewal and faculty criteria. Rather, it 
stems from the past action of bringing a large group of librarians into the 
Instructor rank when at that time under civil service these individuals had 
already, in many cases, merited appointment at Assistant or Associate Professor 
ranks. And, in the years since the adoption of our constitution, tenure and 
promotion of those who have met the criteria has had a respectable level of 
success, except for a few individual cases. 

As to the changing criteria for tenure and promotion, this was a natural evolving 
process which had, at the time of your appointment as Director, brought forth 
criteria that were far broader and more generally applicable to all of our 
librarians than the present criteria which were adopted by the faculty and which 
you had espoused. Further, in our opinion, the previous criteria were stronger 
in their compatibility with the University's teaching, research and service 
criteria enumerated in the Tenure Code, and the Shepherd and Koffler memorandums. 
Other units of the University have had similar interpretive evolvement of their 
criteria,. too. 

Addressing the Joint Statement, your interpretation of it is quite contrary to 
our interpretation. In fact, Hugh Atkinson's interpretation at the University 
of Illinois and previously at Ohio State University, did not distinguish 
librarians in this manner. Rather, this is an administrative function to tailor 
the librarians position so that it properly concerns itself with duties as 
described in these paragraphs you quoted. This we have not done here at the 

University. Individuals \-Jho are not librarians should be responsible for per
forming these other functions that are not teaching or research related. 
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Defining the 11 faculty librarian .. in the E document and separating the 
profession into faculty and nonfaculty or academic is not only arbitrary 
and unfair to this latter group but also represents a very real threat 
to the academic freedom of the faculty librarian in our system. In fact, 
it would establish a pernicious precedent in the whole University community. 
By making it necessary for 11 facul ty 1 i brari ans II to fulfi 11 the research 
component of the criteria by collection development, rather than by tradi
tional research activities, the 11 faculty librarian 11 \vould be effectively 
precluded from engaging in a freely chosen major research activity other 
than collection development because of the time and energy requirement of 
the reference/bibliographer position. 

It is by administrative structuring to place our librarians in position 
roles where their work is in the teaching, research and se~vice area that 
we provide the firmer long term basis for the successful and productive 
interaction between the librarians and the disciplinary faculty. Enacting 
11 E11 does not do this at all - it merely provides an excuse for not address
ing .the totality of professional responsibilities of librarians who have 
chosen to make their careers at the University in this type of information/ 
learning environment as opposed to some other choice. 

And, over time the imposition of the E classification would erode the library 
faculty's role and voice in the collegial process of the University both in 
our own collegial unit and in the University Senate. We can see nothing in 
the 11 E11 as you suggest, that v10uld be better for the individual librarian. 
But what would be an improvement, as we earlier stated, would be administrative 
commitment and action to broadly define the duties and responsibilities in 
the teaching and research areas so that all of our librarians perform in those 
areas. 

We do not regard our faculty status as a 11 hard-won achievement ... Rather, it 
was thrust upon librarians here and only through their own growing perceptions 
of academic librarianship have they come to understand that this is a right 
and proper system. A University is made great by the faculty it nurtures and 
retains which in turn attracts students of the highest caliber. A University 
library is not made great by the bricks and mortar or the mere physical items 
in its collections. Rather, a University library achieves greatness by the 
people associated with it performing the services and functions needed and 
anticipated as a part of the total educational process. Thus the faculty are 
central to the success of a University as an education institution and as a 
creator of beneficial ideas for society. And so, too, are the faculty of the 
University Libraries a part of that central mission cut in stone on the front of 
Northrop Auditorium. 
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Sincerely, 

~/~ N.O .. ~ ---Mrs. Audrey N. Grosch, Professor 
Co-Chairperson, library Council 
and Library Senator 

cc: Honorable Wenda Moore, Chainnan·, Board of Regents 
Dr. C. Peter Magrath, President 
Dr. Albert J. Linck, Acting Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Professor Alfred Aeppli, President, UMEA 
Professor Ronald Akehurst, Past Chairman, Senate Tenure Co11111ittee 
Professor John Cound, Chairman, Senate Tenure Committee 
Professor Clarke Chambers, Chair, Senate Library Committee 
Professor C. Arthur Williams, Jr., Chair, Senate Committee on Faculty Affairs 
Professor George Green, President, TCAAUP 
Professor Karen N. Hoyle, Chair, Library Faculty Personnel Committee 
Professor Richard Purple, Chair, Senate Consultative Committee 
Professor Geneva Southall, President, CUWP 
Professor Marcia Eaton, Senate Consultative Committee, Subcommittee on E 
Professor Richard Kelly, Library Senator 
Professor John Parker, Library Senator 
Professor Mary D. Hanley, Library Senator 
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE 

LIBRARIES being ~ctive transmitters of knowledge-full pamcipants 
in the knowledge industry and in the educational emerp:ise -librarians 
should be thought of, talked about. and referred to as scholars. a:; s~arers in 
the same r~sponsibiiity as their institutions. Increasingly. the librarian·s work 
is coming to im·olve the who1e of the bibliographic process. Providing the 
bridge between the patron and the book is part of t~is process; another 
bridge, that between the idea and the book, is also coming to~ ~en as part 
of the librarian's mandate. 

Libraries are mo\-ing increasingly to"·ard conformity wit.~ the gen~ral 
structure of higher education in this country: this is unquestionab!e. E\"idence 
of this adaptation is reflected in the almost unh·ersal concern for academic 
rank and status for librarians. The simple demand for a dif:erem piece of the 
academic pie is part of the picture; but more important are t.~e ",snes to 
share the same structure as the rest of academia, and to accept the same 
responsibilities, the sa.:·ne missions, the same goals, the same righ-:.s. the same 

~~~cth;ties as other f2culry. In most institutions of Ame_rica~ h:t:er educa
'Wuon-at least among the trend-seners-the staff orgamzes i:.Se!.t oy depart

ments and by the four traditional ranks. and recognizes in ea::h of these a 
commitment to research as "·ell as to teachi::Jg and sen;ce. So also do the 
libraries and librarians of these institutions. 

Now, indi\idiuai institutions may vary in the amount of such ccmnitment; 
but statments issued by the provosts in eve11· first-rate university i:1 the coun
try are very similar. Their statements are uscally released early in t=:e fall, and 
are directed to the tenure and promotion committees of eve11· de?artment at 

. -e\·ery major campus. Each ~mtitution has its own peculiar and inC.i ... ic!ual em
phasis, but all of them talk about the desire for high-quality publication, the 
need to demonstrate commitme!lt to the academic process, the ability to 
document teaching ability through e\·idence of those who have bet:!l taught or 
sen-ed, and the commitment to the ·world beyond the campus :.:.nder the 
general rubric of sen-ice. Among the land-grant insti;:u:ions. the last of 
these- service-- r:1::y locm !'Omt'\·:hat la:ger th:m for :ho~e o£ the h;· Le:a;ue: 
nevertheless, in all jnstitutions sen·ice of some sort is recognized as ap
propriate activity for an academic. Librarians are sharing in that. to make 
reality the library·s position as "the heart of the campus.·· 

Recognition of. and lidn~ up to. the? mvths of the un:\·ersitv do cail for a 
change in attitude toward librarians. If the librz.;-v is central and i:r.portz.:u to 



o: th:: i~.,::;•.Hirn. rh~n rh.- p··o;..'lr· ··--''" :~r;:!.;.t· :.f\•• ;;:,:.:~i•·,; ~'.:1: ch~·\ 
libraries. <:nd s~~·.:- in the II~rarics mu:-.r <.~d prt.:rr:; much like ~hr..· fl~Opl~ \ ... hr, 1 

s the cam U5. c::ect the C:l!"n us. and :-.er\'{' 0:1 du: CJ:np-.:·;. Th:::c:-fore. \ 
\•·hen tal:- ;!JOuc the biblill<;!raphic procc~>. it beco:ne5 ck=tr th~-t '\ 
Jibrariam. just !i:.-e all other faculty members. must ~H.· produ<;er~ of books 
and articles, edi:o:-s of journals. and so on; and the fidcls ir. \·.-hich those ar· 
tides, books. a~d journals appear are generally those _of bib!iog:aphy. 
1ibrarianship. or !:~:-ary ma~:tger.1~:tt:- ~!~hough n()t rleC,.3.;.:J.;~~~.-.. l., ,h;.;(,lrV 

librarian or a r-1;!~::-::m:!tics librari;!n. w name two exampi~. ca:1 ckad:: pur· 
sue research dif:=:en: f1om th:!.t ~ .. ~ntch a cacaiogt.:~r O!" a ger:er~! r~~:c:rence 

librarian can. H.::·.i::g \·ie\,ed the process for a number of years. hO\>t"~·er . .I 
think that while .::-.ose 5pecia! !ibraria:1s on an ~cader:ti~ c:!r:tpu:. rn:ly find 
their imellectual a~d proft"S:>iona! homes i:1 rhe scholarly societies of the 
discipline ser\'ec ra::ter than of the profession of Ebrarianship. most of the 
contributiom withi:-. those field;; are neH·rtheless likely.to be bibliographic. 
This also holds true for tho;;e librarians who find their incelit>ctu~l and profes
sional home in the societies of librarianship. '· 
··A definite empha;:s on bibliographic research is exhibited by ;:he "special'' 

libraries (special i::cicating he:-e libraries for maps, English, hi;:o:y. anrl 
other speci.fic di.s6?;;nes. and e\·en induciing t~me libraries \\_hich ha·.-~ been. 
traditionally \·ie\·;e.:i a.s more closely related to the Special Library .·\ssoc:ation 
than to the Ame~ica:1 Library -"'-?soc;iation). \\'hen we· ex:unine·rhe kinds of· 
bibliographic work bei:1g done by tho~e librarians v.-ho art> affib::e'i of 
societies of libraria:1~hip. we find no• only articles on the- theory and practice 
of librarianship i•s~~= or of the manag .... ment of libraries. b~t we :;.i•o ([:;.cot·er 
some of the mo.,. ·. aiuable of ali scholarship performed in Ebrar!::,; the 
bibliographic des::::;:nion of collections. Thu5. wt· ha\e li~~.s <J.nd 
bibliographies of ra:e books; bibliographic descriptions of books irHend~d for 
the beginning resear:ner; guides to rhe secondary bibliogr:1phie ... of :1 series of 
fields; and the E:-e. Also a\'ailabl~ are many flourishing p;ogram~ that 

·prepare bibliograi,:c material in area studies. In face. in the Edd of area 
studit>s, bibliograpi'l!c control of entire countries may be ·p::rforim·d by 
librari:1ns." <!nd of•en by librarians outside of the area itself. This f!la\· be 
especially true of so:-:1e .-\sian :1reas: certain .·\frican coun::.rie5 anc!. umi! \ery 
recently. some cen:r2l and Ease European countries. 

_.. __ One step remo\·eC ~:e the_ revi~'.::s and critical an::.ly3~s of rh~ i!~e-r:!!:~r~of 

.librarianship. Typi::ally. such \,·ork encompasses review articles or genenl 
m·en·iews of the E:erature in journal.; like RQ. Amcn·can Lioran·'!s and 
Library journal. T~:; process of an::i!ysis and re\·iew sern·s r:10stly ru s:lfr:~~u.rd 
the honesty of sd:.•)::::.riy activity. En~ry hr:lnch of schu!arship r.et"cb w-:~o 
through the form~\ exerci:;e of pet:r t>\·aluation. th~ pub:ic cenific:J.":.Jn of 
rightness or wron~~~;. of imegrity or lack of it. of accuracy or inaccuracy of 
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the i:ems under review. These exercises are nor a le~ser kind of bibliographic 
acriviry: in fact, they should be regarded as the qua lie:· com~ol ~echanism for 
the: scholarship of our profes~ion. Unfonunarely, this is not a ·fad-safe opera
tion, since the choice of reviewers is often ha ph~zard and depends on hho is. 
a\·ailable at a given monient. Howe,·er, it is gratif~·ing ro obser,·e s:gns that the 
quality of reviewing is improving. The kno,..-ledge and rhe c:-irical acumen 
necessary for high-quality reviewing is emerging, and should co;ninue ro rise 
over the coming years. The sponsorship of such review media as Choice fur
ther reflects an increasing and broadening commirmenc of the library profes
sion itself. 

Thus far we have been co:'icerned wirh the li~raria;:-. a> a p:?.nic:?aZ'lt in cne 
bibliog-raphic process. We should also examine the librar:· itself as a partici
pant. Through selection, cataloguing. storage. and sen·ice. "·he:her of books, 
jourr.als, or audiovisual materials, libraries are always engaged in an informal 
pannership with the rest of the bibliographic process. Often, however, this in
formal participation becomes formaL Libraries have long sponsored publica
tion of bibliographic lists relatiiJg to their own collections, e.g .. Fifteenth· 
Century Books in the Bn'tish j\[u.seum, A Guide to Americana in the Library 
ofCongress, The Special Collections zn·the Cnir.ersity-of Illinois Lzbrary, etc. 

As bibliographic expertise grows. the cominuing commitment a;;d pressure 
_to pub]ish_increa?es. and z..s Jibra-riam more o~ten betome full panicipanrs in 
the bibliographic enterprise, \•:e will it:~\·icab!y witness an expa~s:on of that 
publishing ro)e. This trend, in fact, exac:iy parallels \,·hat happened some fif
ty years ago wit:: the formation of the U:1i\·ersity presses. ~!any SUCh opera
tions started out as relatively narrow· publishing emerpri,es ~o publish 
materials of limited interest, generated usualiy by facul•y of the institution. 
The goals of these presses \·ery quickiy cha:1ged to those of more nadonal and 
international scope, with fewer limitations on the kinds of materials pub
lished. Although it seems irrefutable that most of the university presses have 
retained at least some of the fla\·or of. if nor the actual commitment to, that 
original limited and noncommercial role, they also have become admittedly 
more and more commercial as the commercial presses have become more and 
more "mass media." However, as evidenced by the L"ni,·ersity of Chicago 
Press's commitment to publication in the field of the ancient :\'ear East, by 
the Unh·erity of Oklahoma's commitment to materials about the Great Piains 
and the frontier, and by the commitment of all the land·grant institutions to 
agricultural extension, e\·en when S\lccess comes, some of the original role 
\ . . 

commitment remams. 
The S2!:1e can be see!'"! occur-:-ing in libraries. There has been a long tradi

tion of the library bulietin. The tone of these journals is remarkab!:; similar; 
howe\'cr, there is a continuing growth of journa!.o;. especially those S?Onsor.:d 
by the friends of libraries: these are becoming :ess lo\,·bro-.· and mere mid
dlebrm~. as they appe:!l to an increasingly so?h:sticared audience . ...\case in 
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point IS J\·o.1 S',·.':...; :\e;,·;y. fri~;!diy. ;l:;d rne-:nh,.rs!-::p-l'.lr!,·~:er! i:~:~, :~-.. 
dis:1ppearin_; f;v::: =~~ ~:1.-.u:ti, Lianm.lal or quan~.:rly ··more serious .. pul.Jlica
tions and fine.:~; :h:::r way into newste:~ers from cho>c: same friends or;:tni<a· 
tions. As a rc:st:.h. the)::- ··sc:rious·· journals zre accraccing a broader range of 

. writers, so char co~;ribu~ions are no longer limited to chose from members of 
a single libr~ry 5~2ff or eq~·n from members of the "friend3 of the: library·· or· 

gan!zation. Tb.:s. t~e s.ame furces chat ·.·.ere changing the r9le of librarian are 
again at \,·ork c!-;a~g:;._s ;he focus of;::~- !:brary·s pub~:c:a:!ons. 

In an age in -.,:::ch in:·urmacion is becoming rl·cogrl'ized a5 <-ssencial t? the 
right functionir:~ eco:1mnic wt-!1-being a:1cl sor!Jiiy acc~-::>= . .:l:>it• >o!t:,io:u of 
society. the dco\·:~e~ •·-h:ch transmit and ~':Ort> kno\.-ledge become correspond. 
ingly cruciJ.L 0:-:::- o•her common ki:-~d of library pub!icarion is the- special 
catalogue. PubEcarion may ensue upon the purchase or acceptance of a ma
jor collection, or often upon the exhibition of rue books. These often reflect 
some of. the best scholarly work of a library staff. Contributions to union 
catalogues and to machine-readable data bases. which are just now cofl!ing 
into their own-, can refl:.-ct scholarly acti,·iry ~swell. Schol<1rly ·activity c:1n go 
into the bibliogra?:::cal conrriburiom to data bast>s such as OCLC. Cht·mical 
Abstracts or -Bio.·~gical Abstracts, or to the." emt>rgin~ data bases ,,.-hich are 
'library-centered and control othen,·i~e ur:controllt·d ponions of the literature. 
Children's Jireratu:e. labor an<! industrid relations. anc! many of the social 
sciences, fieldswh:ch no~·· han~· rhe weakt-s• bibliographic con•rol. should par· 
ticularly benefi: f:o:n machir~e-bast-d bib!iographi<: work. Tht>-'e conrribu- _ 
rions, often unla:,~!ed and practical!~- unrecognized \-'ithin a library. are 
ne\·enhe!ess n~ry :<:al and imponam. St:ch mauers qf quality and. crea:i\·it~· 
which may be lac;_:::g i:1 this ,,-ork just nm·· are. to be sure, a hinc!rance to rec
ognition from the scholarly community. They are a matter of equal concern 
to librarians, too. ~:~ce noc only our credibility bur the \·ery sen·ice we prO\·ide 
depends on them. lil rime our professio:t muse find ways of identifying and 

. evaluating indi;·ic:..:al performances. This ac£i,·icy should comt: to be pan of 
the concinuing prr·;:10tio!1 and retention process with which e\·er:· librnrian is 
concerned. 

I would suggest :ina!ly chat all of these things are not only good in and·or 
themselves-whid·. :hey are- but abo ser·•e another aim. The~· noconly fur
ther the university< p:oducrion of nt:w kno\dt-dg(" (the rest"arch goal\. \,·hich 
they most cle;!rly C'=·: tht:"y not C•niy contribute to the provision of insrn:ccion 
(the teaching goa!,_ •··hich :ht>y do: but just as importantly. through outrt-:!ch 
to the rest of the co::-:1!'!!unity. they demonstrate rh::lt commitmt•nt co orh~rs of 
their educational co:miruency. In tht> ca~e (lf the Unin•rsity of Illinois. this 
constituency i!> tht> :;:::t:e of Il!ino!s: in the C;!:'e of some ocher im~ianions. j( is. 
widt>r Or narrowe~ 5t-gr.1e:1tS of SOCi~·ty. !!!innis ha,; Tt'CO~ni?ed this commit· 
menr through agr:·.:~itura!. engrrwt'rrng a~d tHher exrr:nsion ag('nCit:."S. and. 
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through interlibrary actr\t:Je<; within Illl.:'\ET. Similar commitments are 
evidenced in :-.tinnesota by .\11:'\ITEX. in Wisconsin by \\"ILS, and in ocher 
areas by "'-ell-known regional library consortia . .\1ost of the institutions in this 
country are recognizing their responsibilities on the hard. practical, policica! 
plane bmh to retain first-rate coll<"ctions and to continue the kinds of stare ap· 
propriacions (or internal allocations, in the case of private institutio:1s) neces· 

sary to maintain those collections. They must become indispensable, or at 
lease valuable, to the constituency that supports them. These ou,:each ac· 
tivities- the lending of the books and journals cher:ueh·e~, t~e F·:;-:ision of 
bibliographic access to those books and journals. the explication of the con· 
tents of those books and journals- are all part of that same ;:>recess. and it is a 
process which we willingly accept and which is being ,insisted upon by our 
cJi~ntde. I am very pleased to note in an O\·en·iew of the situation that Illinois 
is meeting that challenge; that the commitment. although there are srill some 
.pockets ofresistance, is by and large recognized. both by libraries and by the 
· unh·ersity administrations which direct them; and tha£ the_ activity itself is 
_growing in both quantity and quality. 

Hl'CH C .. -\TK!:\50:\ 
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President C. Peter Nagrath 
202 Norrill Hall 
University of Ninnesota 
Ninneapolis, NN 55455 

Dear President Nagrath: 

October 5, 1979 

I am writing on behalf of the AAUP Executive Committee to urge you to 
place the "E-Track" proposal on the Senate agenda for full discussion and 
action. iofe believe unanimously that the faculty must be fully consul ted on 
a proposal which so fundamentally affects the very definition and scope of 
faculty status at the University, the structure of Senate and university 
governance, the operation of the faculty tenure system, and the working re
lationships among our diverse academic professionals, some of them in the 
faculty and some now (or eventually) defined into the E-Track category. 
It is clear to us that this proposal affects all faculty, not merely admin
istrators, librarians, extension specialists and a few otber special groups. 

At our meeting today we held a very fruitful two ho~r discussion of the 
whole E-Track proposal. We had read Shirley Clark's July draft beforehand. 
Nany questions were raised about the need for the E-Track employment system 
and what goals it might accomplish for the University. We explored the re
lationship of this proposal to the operation of our tenure system and its 
potential implications for "collegiality" and shared governance among faculty, 
administrators and other academic professionals. Some questions and objections 
also emerged about particular details of the personnel policies and procedures. 
We intend to develop several of these subjects more fully through further 
exchange of views, and we will report our views in greater detail in a few 
weeks. 

Even though you have already spent many hours discussing and developing 
the E-Track system, I think you would have found our discussion stimulating. 
As I noted above, the proposal touches some of the deepest values and most 
central governance questions in the university. The Senate needs to consider 
these issues too. I would expect that during this academic year a Senate 
committee could study the July proposal, suggest necessary elaborations or 
amendments, and acquaint the faculty at large with the issues and complexities 
involved. If we can develop the E-Track policies and procedures through 
this consultative process, I am sure that it will produce a better and more 
widely accepted system. Equally important, it will reaffirm our common 
adherance to the consultative approach to university governance. 

cc: Professor Richard Purple 

Sincerely yours, 

./ c '~ 
/;;2-tt'l~ t(; 0 /~~~-' 

George D. Green, President 

Twin Cities chapter, AAUP 
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~ UNIVERSITYOFMINNESOTA 

Professor George D. Green 
Associate Chairrran, Histo:ry 
President, Twin Cities Chapter, AAUP 
614b Social Science Building 
West Bank 

Dear Professor Green: 

Office of the President 
202 Morrill Hall 

fU 't.'-··· 

100 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

October 22, 1979 

It is difficult for Ire to know where to begin in responding to your letter 
of October 5, 1979 regarding the proposal for a rrore forrralized acadernic 
staff catego:ry for the University of Minnesota. You have raised a nurrber 
of issues, sane of them procedural, but sane of them ve:ry fundarrental ques
tions about the nature of the faculty and the non-faculty staff rrerrbers and 
the general limits of responsibility and authority within the University. 

I respect your ooncern and that of your oolleagues for the relationship 
between the academic staff class and that of the faculty. As you might well 
inagine, there is also interest at the other bounda:ry, arrong members of the 
Civil Service staff. While it is possible to consider the feasibility of 
faculty rank for the potential -- and incurrbent - Irent>ers of the acaC.emic 
staff, it is also possible to entertain t'he idea of creating Civil Service 
categories to fill the need. Both considerations have been carefully studied 
over a period of rrore than four years and have led to the develo:pnent of a 
proposal for this personnel catego:ry. 

Since you have reviewed Dr. Clark's docurrent carefully, you undoubtedly are 
aware of the initial ilrpetus for this staff proposal. It arises in part 
from a 1973 reccmrendation fran the University Corrrnittee on Tenure to the 
Faculty Senate which, while drafting the proposed tenure regulations, noted 
the imperative of developing a career service plan for academic administrators 
and academic professionals. 'Ihat reccmrendation, the Shepherd merroran::lum of 
1971, the subsequent Koffler merrorandum of 1975, and the Linck rnemorar-..d.um of 
1975, effectively restricted use of faculty titles to the purposes for which 
they were intended in University policy and practice. Individuals who might 
have been hired as instructors or assistant professors for administrative 
assignrrents had to be provided alternative titles that did not irrply faculty 
an:1 tenure track status. 

The additional problems of using an academic rank for a position for -v.hlch 
tenure was clearly inappropriate, for exarrple some of the advising support 
positions in the College of Liberal Arts, and other oollegiate units, also 
argued in favor of alternatives. In addition to the laver and middle level 

' academic administrative posts suggested by such appoint:rrents as Coordinator 
and Director, there are central administrative positions of major significance 
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Professor George D. Green 
<Xtober 22, 1979 
Page ~ 

to the University to which persons are ap:pJinted who do not also hold faculty 
rank or tenure. Individuals in these :pJsitions need not have additional 
faculty ties in order to function effectively, and for those who do not, the 
only expectation for job continuation is their previous experience. Neither 
the present nor the pro:pJsed tenure regulations speak to these positions. It 
is to :rreet the University's obligation to these and other non-faculty adminis
trators and professionals that the academic staff pro:pJsal was written; the 
individuals currently term coded "E," so:rre of them long-te:rm University employees, 
have no defined personnel policies. 

Faculty rrernbers do have a legitirrate interest in areas where future ap:pJintments 
might be rrade to positions that, inappropriately, had been tenure track fOSitions 
and in which individuals oould not meet the faculty criteria for tenure and 
prarotion. The Tenure Conmittee currently recomrends interpretations affecting 
the rights of faculty members to the University Senate and the Poard of Regents 
and establishes criteria for tenure and promotion as it did in drafting the 
Shepherd and Koffler JTEIIDranda. Ibwever, decisions about staffing patterns 
for faculty and academic staff positions are rrade by the units themselves in 
oonsultation with the Office of t""le Vice President for Academic Affairs, 
since the general responsibility for administration of all academic personnel 
rratters belongs to that office. 

Your suggestion that the Senate should study and round out the profOsed 
personnel policies oonveys a fundarrental !T'isunderstanding. We are not pro:pJsing 
that this persormel category should be under the purview of the faculty. '!here
fore, in nw judgrrent, it is outside of the domain of Senate responsibility to 
develop the policies and procedures of the academic staff plan. On the other 
hand, your views and reccmnendations are and will be very useful, and I do 
enoourage you and your oolleagues to continue to study the proposal. The place 
of the academic staff members in the Senate structure is, as you suggest, one 
issue that the Senate nay want to address. My ctL..""Tent understanding is that 
the Senate Consultative Corrmittee intends to discuss the E-track. academic staff 
proposal in the Senate in late November; so you should probably be in contact 
with Professor Richard Purple with your suggestions at this I?C?int. 

let :rre say, finally, that I am appreciative of your concerns and do not intend 
to dismiss them lightly; I am, havever, i.npatient with the apparent need to 
engage iil a continuing process of review and refinement before-the-fact of a 
proposal for a staff plan that wilJ be, in nature, a dynamic and developing 
one and one that, once defined, will belong not to the Civil Service staff 
nor to the faculty but to the rrernbers themselves. As a faculty organization 
spokesperson, you can work to assure thE' integrity of the faculty personnel 
system. 

It is not too surprising that you and your colleagues note that a forrralized 
academic staff will have an impact on all faculty; it will also have an impact 
on the Civil Service system. We are a cx:mnuni ty, and any change and develo:prrent 



lll -- I trust for the mutual benefit of one another 
ni versi "bJ. 

Cordially, 
.j 

( ;. /'.~----- i' · .) '· .. L · 
1 I-· ' 

....... v 

C. Peter Magrath 
President 

rd Purple, Chairman, Senate Consultative Comnittee 
sident A1 Linck, Academic Affairs 
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THE E-TRACK 

Historically--or at least within recent memory--the University has subscribed to a broad definition 
of what a faculty is. In the past the faculty consisted not only of those whose work was primarily 
classroom teaching and research but also of librarians, agriculture extension specialists, counsellors, 
continuing education and extension staff, and others. Tenure and promotions in rank were conferred 
for a variety of achievements judged meritorious by faculty members in collegiate units (and confirmed 
in the Graduate School and by Central Administration). 

During the past three years, however, a new personnel plan that narrows substantially the definition 
of a faculty has been developed, discussed, and put into effect. "Academic Staff Policies and Procedures: 
A Second Proposal" (July 23, 1979) describes this new plan, the E-track, which is an alternative to the 
existing faculty and civil service employment categories. Into this class are appointed academic admin
istrators and those professionals whose work may parallel that of the faculty, or be based on similar 
credentials and experience, but that does not consist of both teaching and research. Although an exact 
count is not available, between 200 and 350 persons now h~E-track appointments. 

Creation of an E-track may reflect a concern expressed by the 1972-73 tenure committee about the need 
to develop a career service plan for academic administrators and professionals. It undoubtedly reflects 
the influence of former academic vice president Henry Koffler, who emphasized that the research mission of 
the University was what distinguished universities from other institutions of higher education and who 
argued that we must teuure only those who contributed to that mission. However pressing the causes for 
consideration, the document nevertheless unilaterally narrows the definition of "faculty." The consultation 
that occurred over the past three years with deans and directors and with affected groups was necessary 
and useful but, as AAUP has noted previously, it is not a substitute for consideration by the faculty 
through its Senate. 

AAUP finds the issues surrounding the proposed E-track complex. A narrower definition of a faculty 
may bring improvements for those in the new classification whose performance would be evaluated on the 
basis of a position description rather than the Shepherd, Koffler, and Ibele memoranda, which emphasize 
demonstrated results of research. It may uphold the quality of tenure decisions--eliminating the possi
bility that tenure is easier to obtain in "non-regular" faculty units--and reduce litigation about what 
constitutes satisfactory performance. The E-track plan may also have the major benefit of liberating 
some civil service staff members from a system not notorious for its flexibility. Retaining the broader 
definition, on the other hand, respects the historic unit of the faculty, resists polarizing "faculty" 
and "administrators," recognizes the multifacted nature of academic contributions, and avoids the risk 
of second-class status for some academic staff members. An historic definition of faculty extends the 
protection of academic freedom and tenure to a wider group and encourages research and instruction 
opportunities for them--opportunities that can only benefit the University. 

AAUP has specific concerns about the proposed class: 

1. Portions of the rationale for creating E-track described in "Academic Staff Policies and 
Procedures" are uncharacteristically weak. That other universities engage in an activity-
creating a new personnel class or funding football extravagantly--is not a reason for this 
University to do so (page 1). The existence of a class, created admittedly on an ad hoc 
basis, moreover, is not a justification for extending the class systematically (page 1). 
It is difficult to reconcile the statement that E-track creates an "attractive career status" 
for academic staff members with the statement, two paragraphs above (page 1), that the 
existence of such a class will help the University reorganize and redeploy resources in 
scarce times (no one faults those staff members who find such language a code for termination). 
Finally, if a third class is necessary to describe adequately faculty-student ratios, as the 
document states (page 2), there may be something wrong with the quality of our explanation to 
the Legislature. 

2. Before taking a position on such a class, AAUP wishes to know how large the class is now 
and how large it is likely to become. Have the problems inherent in combining administrative 
and professional' groups in E-track (e.g., assistant vice presidents and junior scientists) 
been considered? lihat are the costs, especially in loss of collegiality and anxiety about 
procedure (costs already amply demonstrated)? Do the benefits to be obtained outweigh these 
costs? 



3. If a new class is created, what voice will faculty members and academic professionals 
have in determining which positions are assigned to E-track? Will there be full 
consultation at the collegiate and departmental levels? How will E-track staff members 
participate in all-University, collegiate,and departmental governance? (Because of its 
concern for consensual approaches to governance, AAUP supports the fullest possible 
consultation and notes that it has not yet occurred.) 

4. Have the rights of untenured faculty members in positions proposed for E-class been 
considered? What are the University's obligations to untenured faculty members who were 
hired with one set of expectations--implicit or overt--and who now face qualitatively 
different criteria for tenure? 

5. Although the revised draft is clearer about benefits and rights in E-track than its 
predecessors, several problems remain. The document makes provision, for example, 
for "continuous appointment" that is similar to tenure but has two significant 
differences. Flexibility in terminating E-track staff members for reasons of budget 
~ program change is greater than it is for faculty; it is so great, indeed, that is 
an overriding reason to terminate a staff member even when there is evidence of inter
ference with rights protected by academic freedom, due process, and codes of professional 
ethics (pp. 16-17). Review for promotion and continuous appointment are conducted by a 
group of peers and administrators, but the group itself is appointed by an administrator. 

That the issue is so complex and that persons of good will disagree so vigorously about it underlines 
the necessity for additional discussion. AAUP supports the University in meeting its missions in difficult 
times, but it also intends to ensure that the rights of all contributors to the academic enterprise are 
protected and that collegiality and opportunities for diverse contributions are maintained or enhanced. 
Xost important, AAUP defends the principle that th~ faculty itself must define what a faculty is, and that 
the most appropriate forum for this is the faculty Senate. 

AAUP 

Twin Cities Chapter Membership, 1979-80 Academic Year 

Name·-------------------------------------------------------------------------~Department~--------------------------------------------
last first middle initial 

College·---------------------------------------~Rank~-------------------------------------
Campus Mailing Address Campus Phone 

------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------
Home Address Town, zip -----------------------
Home Phone This Membership is o D new a renewal 

Chapter dues, payable to Twin Cities Chapter, AAUP, enclosed. (Dues are based on·~ D annual salary level. Emeritus, $1.00. Below $9,000, $2.00. 
$15,000-$22,000, $8.00. Above $22,000, $10.00.) 

Mail to: American Association of University Professors 
106 Pillsbury Hall, 310 Pillsbury Drive 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455. 

$9,000-$15,000, $5.00 



l511 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA All University senate consultative committee 
TWIN CITIES , 5-25 7 Millard Hall 

i Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

~ Telephone (612) 37 3-3226 

November 9, 1979 

SCC SUBCOMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS 

UCBRBR 

Faculty: Fred Morrison, Chair (3-4058) 
Faculty Alternate: Marcia Eaton (6-3225) 
Student: Scott Carlson (3-2414), (871-3453) 
Student Alternate: Sue Pribyl (3-2414), (378-3855) 

Subcommittee on Senate Reorganization 

Faculty: Don Spring, Chair (1-589-4501, ext. 248) 
Robert Brasted, SCC (3-2350) 
Josef Altholz (Business and Rules) (3-2711) 
Benjamin Bayman (Committee on Committees) (3-5417) 
Betty Robinett (ex-officio) ( 3-59 64) 

Students: Rich Kottke (3-2414), (489-6498) 
Dick Cooke (3-2414), (633-3539) 
John Weis (3-2414), (6-6890) 

Subcommittee on Outreach Coordination 

Faculty: Bob Brasted, Chair (3-2350) 
Don Browne (6-7431) (past Chair, SCEP) 
Vera Schletzer (3-3905) 
Jim Terwilliger (3-5826, 3-5213) (Chair, SCEP) 

Students: Cheryl Brown 

Subcommittee on Grievances and Legal Concerns Coordination 

Faculty: Marcia Eaton, Chair (6-3225) 
Fred Morrison (3-4508) 
Rick Purple (3-3084) 
L. E. Scriven (3-2298, 3-2300) 

Students: Jim Gelbman (1-589-1180, c/o MCSA) 
Liz Keller (3-2414), (724-3923) 



!LSJlJll UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Office of the President 
202 Morrill Hall 
100 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

November 8, 1979 

'ID: Professor Thomas Pearsall, Chair - ~\...Lhh~L (14-~:ri,) 
Professor Thomas Brothen V.:.'-\ t.\. ( <;.·C..) ' 
Professor Peggy House ~ .. I~~>~" ( U~t.J 
Professor Phillips Shively ~\ ~ (L.t.A) 
Mr. Kirk Hodgdon, CIA Student 
Mr. Roger Norberg, CIA Student 
Ms. Beverly Mills-Novoa, Graduate Student 

Dear Ladies curl Gentlemen: 

I -would very much appreciate your serving on an ad hoc corrmi ttee constituted 
in accordance with the action taken at the '!Win Cities Campus Assembly 
meeting of 'Ihursday, November 1, 1979. The notion passed by the Asse:Jbly 
directed: 

"'Ihat the '!Win Cities campus Assembly ('ICCA) fonn a conmittee 
consisting of the chair of the 'ICCA, or des~gneed, as chair to 
act as non-voting ID2rnl:Jer, arrl equal numbers of voting unbiased 
ITEmbers of University students (excluding 'ICSA and All-campus 
Council student manbers) and University faculty senators to be 
selected by . the chair of the 'ICCA to consider 'Whether a trial 
ought to be held in the cases of Dick Oooke and Steve Carlson, 
to conduct such a trial if it is determined that it ought to be 
held, curl report its findings and recorrmenda tions. " · 

Professor James Connolly, the Senate Parliamentarian, has agreed to s.=rve as 
advisor to the Committee. The services of the University Attorney's office 
are also available for help in clarifying questions of procedures arrl due 
process. The procedure is potentially a tv.u-step process: 1) an inv2Btiga- · 
tion; 2) if so determined, a trial. Your conmittee should corrluct all of 
its proceedings in accordance with Roberts Rules of Order Newly Revis.ed. 
The Comnittee's report and recorrmendations are to~ presented to the 'TCCA 
for their inforiTB.tion arrl, as irrlicated, action at the earliest poss~le date. 

First, you are to conduct an investigation to detennine 'Whether there is 
reasonable evidence to hold a trial. The purpose of the trial \'.Duld ::::e to 
determine \\hether disciplinary action should be taken against Mr. Ooo:·~e arrl 
Mr. Carlson. Since the investigation can presumably be corrlucted wit.~ 
dispatch, you should expect to report on that first step tom m later 
than the November 29 :rreeting of the 'ICCA scheduled for 3: 15 inmediately 
preceding the University Senate meeting. Whatever the firrlings of the 
investigative hearing, they should be reported to all parties concerned. 
\\hen you have detennined them. If you decide that m case exists for a 
trial, this should be reported to the individuals who are the subjects of 
the hearing as well as to the 'ICSA which brought the request to the A-==sembly 
curl to rre as Chair of the Assembly. 



.... 
('IO:A) M Hoc Comn.i ttee 

N:>venber 8, 1979 
Page 2 

Seoorrl, i£ the Cornnittee roncludes, on the basis of its investigation, that 
a trial is warranted, proceeding to this next step as defined in Roberts is 
in order. If you decide that a trial should be held, you should report that 
firrling to the Clerk of the Assembly, Marilee Ward, as well as to the parties 
named al:ove. 'lhe ronclusion that" a trial is warranted will result in fto 
suspension fran TCSA arrl TCCA of Mr. Cooke arrl Mr. carlson while the trial 
is in progress. -

It will be lirportant for due process arrl rratters of equity that the trial be 
rorrlucted as carefully, but expeditiously as possible, so that in the event 
that the evidence presented at the trial leads to the decision that eitl-.:.er or 
l::oth of the students charged should not be sanctioned, they may be reinstated 
to full participation in 'lCSA arrl ~ as quickly as possible. 

I am aware that this is a difficult task, arrl .i.Jn.Foses an additional burcen 
on each of you, but I. vpuld hope that you regard it not as arove arrl beyorrl 
the call of duty, but as an assignilEilt that the 'lCCA is asking you to ta~ 
on in the best interests of the students arrl of student participation in the 
governance of the University. 

Your assistance in this delicate arrl troublesome rratter is one for which I 
will be truly grateful. 

C. Peter Magrath 
CPM:ec 

cc: Professor Jarres Connolly 
Mr. Jeffrey Lalla, University Attorney 
Ms. Marilee Ward, University Senate 
Mr. Steve Ca,rlson 
Mr. Richard Cook,e 
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l5i1 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Office of the President 
202 Morrill Hall 
100 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

November 15, 1979 

'10: Senate Consultative Ccmnittee 

FR:M: C. Peter Magrath, President 

SUBJECT: Report fran the University carmittee on the Handicapped 

'!he enclosed report fran the University o:mnittee on the Handicapped is for 
your infonnation arrl discussion. 'nle report is also being distriruted to 
rrerrbers of the Senate Conmittee on Educational Policy and has been sent 
for infonnation arrl review to other l:xxlies incllrling the Central Officers 
Group, the Student Concerns Ccmni ttee of the Board of Regents, and is on 
the agema for infonnation at the next Council of Academic Officers rreeting. 

The report, presented as a draft, was written to ensure our confonnance to 
the federal legislation concerning the harrlicapped student, arrl to reflect 
our own concerns for inproving access and educational opportunity for all 
of our citizens. I believe the reconmerrlations merit careful consideration, 
arrl that \ofe should inplem:mt as many of them as quickly as \ofe can with what
ever rrcdifications the reviews indicate. 

I v.ould appreciate your reactions to the report substantively as \'fell as 
procedurally regarding steps for i.rrplementation. 

CPM:ec 

Enc: The University Comnittee on the Handicapped Report 
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Professor Frank Wood 

All University Senate Consultative Committee 
5-255 Millard Hall 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

, Telephone (612) 37 3-3226 

November 21, 1979 

Chair, Senate Committee on Social Concerns 
?sychological-Educational Studies 
106 Pattee Hall 

Dear Frank: 

sec members at their last meeting discussed the routing of a 
task force report on the handicapped. While the sec decided to give 
primary responsibility to SCEP on this matter because of their prior 
involvement in access for the handicapped, we also decided to send 
the report to all committee chairs in case any other committee 
wanted to play a role in developing possible enabling or imple
menting legislation through the Senate. It seemed to me that your 
committee might be the one to take a major interest in the report 
in addition to SCEP. For that reason I am sending you a copy of 
the report now. 

I have also informed Professor James Terwilliger of SCEP 
(by copying this letter to him) that if Social Concerns wanted to 
take up the issue, the most appropriate way of coordinating it would 
be to have Professor Terwilliger appoint a subcommittee composed 
of SCEP members, faculty experts, and to include members of Social 
Concerns as well. If you feel that is appropriate you might contact 
Jim as to your interest and suggest some names from your committee 
who might serve on such a subcommittee. 

RLP/mbp 

cc: James Terwilliger 

Sincerely yours, 

~~~ 
Richard L. Purple, Chair, 
Senate Consultative Committee 
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